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SUMMARY 
BRAC proposes ~o implement a Rural Development Programme in 1989-
91 that will ex~end service to 3000 aditional villages, and involve 
the formation of 6000 new village organizations with some 300,000 
landless men and women as members . Achievement of these targets and 
conduct of associated development activities will require 
establishment of 60 new BRAC Area Offices and a total programme 
expenditure of Tk.581,213,000, roughly equivalent to us $ 19 million 
(Approx . ). 
As in earlier programmes, the target group is the landles~ rural 
poor, with particular emphasis on women. The broad goal of the 
prograr~e is to contribute to a more just and eguitable society in 
which aware, knowledgeable and confident landless men and women join 
together ln their own organizations for greater self-reliance in 
managing their own affairs, to influence the external forces which 
affect their lives, and to achieve sustained improvement in their 
levels of living . 
In pursuit of these objectives, the major components of the 
programme are: 
1. Institution Building; 
2. Credit, Employment and Income Generation; 
3. Development of Buman Resources; 
4. Central Support Services; 
5. A Vulnerable G~oup D~velopment Programme 
To a certain extent, what is proposed is a geographical or 
horizontal expansion of activities successfully car~ied out between 
1986 and 1988, with expansion of Central Support Services to match the 
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increased volume of f1eld activities. The Rural Development Programme 
l?roposed for implementation in 1989-91, hc:n~ever, represents a futther 
stage in the evolution of a I?Cogcamme that began in 1972 as a relief 
and rehabilitation effort, but quickly shifted emphasis to rural 
development and the implementation of a variety of separate projects 
and programames, an approach which continued until 1986. In 1985, a 
three year programming cycle was adopted, and the 1986- BB programme 
integrated the formerly separate Outreach, the Rural Credit and 
Training, and the Integrated Rural Development Projects into what is 
now known as the Rural Development Programme. 
~our new features characterize the 1989-91 programme: 
1. Adoption of a three year programming cycle; 
2. The decision to phase out direct BRAC supl?ort to a given area 
after approximately three yenrs of operation, thus releasing 
s t a rr and re sources for new areas; 
3. As a consequence of (2), development of a new and largely 
self-supporting credit system (separate from the Rural 
Development Programme and this presentation) to meet the 
credit needs of villagers formerly served by the Revolving 
Fund Credit Scheme operated by BRAC ALea Offices; 
4. Inclusion of the new Vulnerable Group Development Programme 
(VGD) . 
The development of human resources underlies everything BRAC 
does, however two on-going and one riew RRD programme hgve been 
isolated in this document for aaministrative and budgetary purposes. 
The Non Formal Primary Education Programme (NFPE) and the BRAC 
Training Programme - through the Training and Resource Centres (TARC) 
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- will continue illld .:Xf!dnd. ln addition, BAAC will este~t..lisl. d 
Programn1e for the Development of Rural Managers (PDRMl. The basic 
puri?Ose vf the progrdmme is to stcenytllen the management capacities of 
both governmenl ctlld Hm-gvvernmen~al agencies, in concert initially 
with exisUng prvgr;c.mmeo: suet. as the Child Survival Programme and the 
Vulnerable Group Development Programme . A primary focus of management 
1opment , therefore, will be management training for officers 1n 
the rural health care systems ana Cisheries and livestock resoutce 
management, both ~GO ... nJ gc.vernwental. 
The Programme will be unique in tbdt its basic strategy foe 
management development will emphasize field based action learning . 
Its prim~ry purpose will be training but it will have a field resea.ch 
component which will lnletacl witt> the Lr;;ining activitif:s . Cour,;cu, 
workshop::; and uther Ltadiliorwl ttcdnin'.J melhvc.lu will be develo(:J..-d 
from fiel~ experiences and will be ~[fereU onl~ il> r ~sponse to 
recognized needs discovered in Lhe fleld. 
ImplementC:ttlon of tile 1989-91 Rutal OeveJopmenL i'togtamm<! wJ ll b.., 
based on a foundation of solid accomplishment. While stcJtist.cs do 
not adequatl:!ly aesc1 tOo.! the nature of BRAC's work, they do pr()vide an 
impression of the scope of a~hievements . By JUne, 1988, 3900 Village 
Orgdnizations of the landless had been created , with a total m~mbecsl.l ~ 
of 190,000 people. Seventy per cent of the ldndless household~ In Lh..-
areas served by BRAC were tepres~:.-nted in lho: membersbir,. . Memb<n:> u! 
the Village Orgo:mizations had managed to save Tk. 40 milliOtl. A tot" 
of Tk. 80 million in credit was outstanding at that tin·&, and an on-
time repayment rale of 93.85\ had been achieved . The 1989-91 proq 
will bu1Jd and impruv on thesl· ... cl'l!evo:m~:ntu. 
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I . IN'i'RODUCTION 
~~~ sD~ ~~I9~~~ of Pro~ramme Presentation 
This document serves to present the proposed Programme of Work 
and Budget for 1989- '91 in the Institution Building, Credit, 
Employment and Income Generation and Development o f Human Resources 
components of BRAC's core Rural Development Programme , th~ Central 
Support Services which underpin all of them. The "ork proposed is a 
horizontal or geographical expansion of the main activities 
successfully carried ou t in implementing the 1986-'88 programme, with 
the addition of the Vulnerable Group Development Programme . 
The Setting for the Programme 
1 • !:1~.t.i9.D.S!.l 
Bangladesh with a population of approximately 106 million, 
growing at 2.4 % a year , and •.>ith an average income of less thar. 1'30 S 
u.s. per year is one of the poorest countries in the world. While 
reliable and current data are difficult to obtain , what are available 
suggest that some 70~ of the people live i n poverty (having less than 
minimum required levels of calories per day) and 50% are described as 
living in extreme poverty (having less than 85% of the e$tablished 
minimum). Adult literacy is about 29% 1 40% for men and 19% for women. 
Other indicators of poverty such as life expectancy, infant and 
maternal mortality, education etc. portray a similarly dismal 
situation. 
2 • Y1.lli!.S.e 
By whatever yardstick poverty is measured, the 85% of the 
nation's population living in rural areas is worse off. Just one 
figure tells the story-90~ of that population lives in extreme 
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pove rty . Most o£ them still eke out an existence in agriculture 
which hol ds three- fourths of the nation ' s labor force and accounts for 
half it s G. D. P. Prospect s f or the poor to better themsel ves in the 
agricultural sector a re bleak. Hal£ of the land is owned by the top 
10% of the farmers while only 2% is owned by the 10% at the lower end 
of t he scale in terms of size of holding . Half of the rural dwellers 
are functionally landless , owning less t.han one half-acre, and 
possessing neg l egibl e asset s of any kind. Unemployment averages about 
40% . Those lucky enough to find a job manage to obtain about 185 days 
of employment per year, 115 in crop production and 70 in other related 
activities . The average daily wage of 30 taka ($ 1 U. S . } barely 
suffices to support a family of three at the poverty threshhold level 
of consumption expendi t ure; but the average size of rural families is 
5. 7. 
~ look to the future suggests the plight of the landless, barring 
massive policy changes and e.fforts on their behalf , will worsen . By 
the year 2000 , the number of farms could increase from the currrent 10 
to 15 million and the average size, fall from 2.3 to 1 . 5 acres; and 
small farms employ l ess labor than large ones. An additional 23 
million people could become dependent on rural non-farm jobs or be 
forced to migrate to t he city . Given their current levels of 
education and skills, the opportunity for productive employment in the 
cities is almost non-existent . The plight of the rural poor is a 
matter of increasing concern to government , many non- governmental and 
inter-governmental organizations . Numerous pcogra~nes , in either 
experimental or expansion phases are addressing these p r oblems and , in 
some cases , successfully . But the propo rtion of those currently in 
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need being reached in still negligible. A major effort is r~guired to 
meet the even larger challenges of the future. 
It is in this kind of setting , aggravated by the then just ended 
struggle for independence , that BRAC came into being in early 1972, 
initially to operate as a relief agency but subsquently , to become a 
major player in the NGO community ' s e££ort to promote rural 
development. 
3 . ~E~~ ~b~ QI92Di~~iQD ~DQ it~ 9l99I~IDID~~ 
Th~ Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRACJ is a non-
governmental organization, concerned and staffed by people dedicated 
to improving the lives of the rural poor. It was estahlJshed in 1972 
a~ a relief and rehabili t ation agency, helping refugees and residents 
o f war ravaged areas of Sulla, Derai and Banyachong upazilas survive 
and begin the process of reestablishing homes and the means of earning 
a l1vellhood . Before thP year wa~ out ~hP nPPrl war r~cognizPd for an 
approach offering the possibility of long term impact an~ the emphasis 
shifted to community-wide rural development . It soon became obvious 
that the benefits of the community-wide approach would accrue mainly 
to the elites, the already well off , and the truly poor 110uld receive 
little or nothing . This 1ed in 1976 to adoption of the target gcoup 
approach which is still followed today . The target group was defined 
as the landless poor or , those who earn more than half their 
livelihood from selling their own labor, with particular emphasis on 
the women members of the group. 
By the end of 1907 BRAC had grown into a many faceted development 
organization with a staff of nearly 2500 people . Five categories of 
projects and programmes were being carried out: rural development ; 
projects to generate funds for their own expansion (e.g. handicraft 
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production and associated marketing centres (the AARONG shops); 
support services (e .g . training, research and evaluation, 
administrative and management services); Child Survival Programmes; 
and income generating enterprises (e . g . BRAC Printers) . Activities 
were being carried out in more than 1700 villages in 16 districts and, 
over 2. 5 million people ~ere involved. The Rural Development 
Programme, BRAC's core programme, was reaching the landless poor 
through 56 BRAC Area Offices in 36 Opazilas. These Offices had 
succeeded in creating 3900 Village Organizations, 2107 for women and 
1793 for men , with 190,000 members in 2100 villages . Through their 
own groups, supported by the BRAC Area Offices, large numbers of 
landless had by the end of 19B7: received consciousness raising 
training in group discussions and in functional education classes 
(GO,OOO persons); received occupational and skills training (26,000); 
gained experience in managing their own affairs; mobilized savings 
(Tk. 40 million) and unutilized village resources to engage in 
employm~nt and income earning, group or individual projects; and had 
rec~ived and effectively used individually or in groups, credit made 
available through BRAC's Revolving Fund Credit scheme (Tk. 220,000,000 
of credit disbursed with a 93 . 85\ on time repayment rate). Some 
18,000 of their children had attended non-formal p~imary education 
classes oriented to their needs and , availab],e in locations and at 
times fitting in with family work obligations. Ver;y importantly, 
villagers were beginning to appreciate the importance of 
group/organizational stength in dealing with the village elite and 
the bureaucracy to influence decisions in their favour and to access 
government services . The net result of all of this was that hope was 
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beginning to replace fatalism and, conditions of life in the villages 
were improving . 
But BRAC today is more than the all important village level 
action just described. That action is supported by five Training and 
Resource Centres (TARC's) which train village leaders, staff for Area 
Offices and provide technical support and some types of inputs (fish 
fingerlings, for example) to village enterprises/projects. A 
Ueadquaters Research and Evaluation Division analyses problems 
encountered, monitors and evaluates progress in implementati on of 
field activities. Other Headquarters units provide administrative and 
management services and do so with a minimum of bureacracy. There are 
no administrative levels separating Headquarters and the Area Offices. 
There are only 90 managerial sta(f members, 70 in the field and 20 at 
Headquarters . Four of the latter, designated Regional Managers and 
reporting to a Programe toocdinator, are directly rcspon~ible t o r 
servicing the 56 Area Offices now in operation. 
The Rural Development Programme just described, in terms of field 
and P.e~dquarters components, is complemented by cooperation with 
Government and inter governmental organizations (WFP, UNICEF, for 
example) in implementing large scale programmes to effect immediate 
Improvement in the condition of large numbers of rural people. The 
Child Survival Programme (CSP) is an example, with two-thirds of the 
nation already having benefitted from implementation or the oral 
rehydration component . These programmes are similar in that they 
provide the opportunity for BRAC experience and facilities in 
implementing the landless poor targeted approach to be brought to bear 
and, hopefully , to influence the continuing operation o( government 
programmes . 
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BRAC carries out , in addition to the Child Survival Programme, 
several other activities which do no~ form part of the programme 
proposal described in subsequent sections of this document . Of 
special importance for the long run success of the Rural Development 
Programme is the Rural Enterprise Development Project. tt is through 
this Project that an effort is made to identify and develop 
technologies and enterprises offering greater potential for increased 
productivity and income than is the case with the small scale, low 
technology activities which comprise the bulk of curren~ RDP lending 
p•ogrammes. It is this kind of project that offers hope for BRAC to 
do more than bring its clients to a subsistence level of existence. 
BRAC is registered as a non-governmental organization under the 
Society Act of 1860 and, also under the Foreign Donations Regulation 
Act 1978 . As required by the Societies Act, BRAC was registered by a 
General Body (of 15 members in the BHAC case} . The General Body 
elects a si~ member Governing Body to provide policy direction and 
oversight . tn practice, the Governing Body delegates most of its 
responsibilities to ~he Executive Director whom it appoints. 
4. Ex~~~~ in Jro~l~m~1in~ 1b~ l~~~ ~L29~s~ 
Two aspects of 1986-88 Programme implementation have influenced 
preparation of the 1989-91 proposals: results achieved in the 
villages; and changes in the format of programme presentation 
introduced in 1986-88. 
The impressive statjstics on accomplishments at the village level 
to date, recorded in the previous section on the BRAC organization and 
programmes, are to a considerabl e extent a reflection of what happened 
in 1986-88. These accomplishments serve to confirm the BRAC managment 
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view tr~t the c~~e Rural Develop~en~ Progr~mme, as it is now con~eived 
and implemented , is ready for replication in a much widec area than 
now served . Fur~hec , it is believed that most Area Offices , after 
abou t t hree years of operation , will have carried the conscientization 
and institution buildi ng processes to the point where the Village 
Organizations can continue witho~t BRAC support . To provide an 
alternative source for credit , formerly made available by the .BRAC 
Area Offices during t heir approximately t hree year period of 
operation , consideration is being given to development of a new and 
largely self-supporting credit system . 
In t he 1986-88 programme the formerly separate programmes, 
uutre~ctl (concerned with conscientization and inst I ~utivrt building) 
and P.ural Credit and Training (concerned with employment and income 
generanon) were integrated . This move simpli fiPs administration 
and should enable BRAC to move more rapidly '•·to "~"' areas . The 
chances of success in alleviation of poverty ar~ enhanced, also, when 
these two essential components of the process are implemented 
together . The i ntegrat ion is tetained in the 1989- 91 presentation 
and complemented by the addition of the Vulnerable Group Development 
Prog-ramme. 
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II, FRAMEWORl< FOR PROGRAMME FORMUib&.TION 
The Organisation ' s objectives and strategies establish the broad 
framework for progra~me formulation. 
Objectives of the Rural Development Programme 
The ultimate objective of the BRAC Rural Development Programme is 
making a contribution to a more just and equitable society tn which 
aware, knowledgable and confident landless men and women are joined 
together in their own org~nis~tions to attain a high degree or self-
reliance in managing their own affairs and in influencing external 
decisions to achieve sustained improvement in levels of living . 
This objective is pursut>d mainl}' thro,gh three major component 
progra~mes and associated sub-objectives as follows: 
(1) Inslitution Building: Helping create, orient or strengthen the 
organizations constituting the institutional infrastructure 
needed for continu i ng progress in improving the lot of the 
landless through (a) preparing the landless rural poor in ter~s 
of awareness, ~nderstanding and motivation to create and manage 
their own organization5 and, through them, to assert their rights 
in obtaining equitable access to resources and services and to 
influence the decisions affecting the q~ality of their lives; and 
(b) establishing links , working with , orient ing and strengthening 
government departments and other organizations/institutions t o 
better serve the needs of the landless rural poor. 
(2) Credit , Employment and In~ome Generation : Helping establish the 
economic base f or a better life by making available credit , 
associated serices and facilities to enable the landless to be 
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employed and earn income through providing village services or, 
engaging in productive enterprises . 
(3) Development of Suman Resources: Helping provide the educational 
foundation foe sustained improvement in levels of living by 
assuring access for landless men, women and th¢ir children, to a 
minimum level of relevant formal or non-formal education or 
training. 
Activities, targets and resources for achievement of these 
intermediate objectives constitute the content of the Programme of 
work in each of these components of the rural development process. It 
may be noted that pursuit of these sub-objectives also, dictates work 
in the Central Support Services and in the Vulnerable Group 
Development Programme which is treated separately in the text. 
The Strategies Which Guide Programme Formulation and Implementation 
In 16 years of experimentation and search for effective ways of 
assisting the rural poor, BRAC has evolved some general strategies 
which help to establish what is done and how. Some of these 
strategies, which are reflected in the 1989-91, proposals are: 
1. Concentrate on a specifically defined target group. For BRAC, 
this is the landless rural poor, those who earn more than half 
their livelihood by selling their own labour, with particular 
emphasis on women members of the group. 
2. Undertake activities in areas where the target group is not yet 
served or, not well served by government or other non-
governmental organizations. Within the past year this strategy 
has been modified through adoption of a two-pronged approach: 
initiation and implementation of BRAC's own intensive and 
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comprehensive programme in the neglected areas but parallel, 
tnereto, cooperating with government departments, inter -
governmental and non-governmental organisations in implementing 
large scale, although non-targeted sectoral programmes . Through 
such cooperation, B~~C seeks to influence the programmes to 
effectively serve larger numbers of its own target group, the 
landless poor . 
3. Provide services on a temporary basis, with the aim of 
withdrawing when efther the group served has achieved self-
reliance or when a governmental or some other type of institution 
has been created, strengtnened or reoriented ana ]s in a position 
to assume responsibility . rn this connection, the intervention 
period for a BRAC Area Office has now been established as an 
averaqe of three years. 
4. At any given time, operate some programmes which are experimenLal 
and innovative in character, seeking more effective and less 
costly ways of better serving the rural poor and their changing 
requirements . 
5. Place special emphasis on mobilization of resources at several 
levels : 
a. The ind1vidual, by providing the opportunity for development 
and realization of full inherent intellectual and physical 
capacities . 
b . The village, by mobilizing savings of the vi1lagers and 
identifying unused or underutilized resources such as 
roadside and canal side land , abandoned ponds , etc. which 
could serve as the basis for employment and income 
generation . 
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c. The level of government , in~er-government, non-government, 
or private organizations to ensure that the la ndless have 
actual access to wha t should be available to them , that 
specified amounts actually ceach the v i llages , and that 
projects designed by such organizations benefit the poor . 
The Programme Proposals 
For purposes of convenience in presentation , the Rural 
Development Programme is broken into components : (1) Institution 
Building; (2) Credit , Employment and !ncome Generation; (3) 
Development of Human Resources; (4) Central supporting Services; and 
(5) Vulnerable Group Development Programme . The classification is 
arbitrary in that activities under any one heading are likely to be 
relevant in ach1eving the objective(s) of another . This bas led to 
full treatment o[ any given aclivity under the component where its 
impact is likely to be greatest and, then, making a cross reference in 
the treatment of other components where it has relevance . A further 
complication in presentation of the programme is the fact that certain 
BRAC activities having a major impact in the field of Iural 
development - e.g . in health and rural enterprise development - aie 
not included as their funding is alcea~y secured . Accordingly, 
treatment of these jmportant activities is largely confined to 
occasional mention . 
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III. INSTITUTION BUILDING 
Objective(s) 
Helping create, orient or strengthen the organizations 
constituting the institutional infrastructure needed for continuing 
progress in improving the lot of the landless by (a) preparing the 
landless rural poor in terms of awareness, understanding and 
motivation to create and manage their own organizations and, through 
these, to assert their rights in obtaining equitable access to 
resources and services and to influence the decisions affecting the 
quality of their lives; and (bl establishing links with, orienting and 
strengthening government departments and other organizations to better 
serve the needs of the landless. 
Background and Justification 
The landless are illiterate, assetless , powerless , malnourished, 
dejected, exploited and completely dependent on the elite (or jobs, 
credit and me re survival . Until the poor are conscientized to 
identify, analyse and und~rstand the reasons for their poverty, 
exploitation and dependency and are able to percieve the need for both 
enhanced sel f-reliance and group action in effecting change and, get 
organized , their miserable state of existence will continue. 
BRAC through its 16 years of experience in institution building, 
refined in implement ing the 1986-88 Rural Development Programme, has 
evolved an effective approach to institution building which is now ready 
for spread to a wicer area. Since institution building is the startir.g 
point and foundation for all BRAC activities, sucb spread is a critical 
element in implementation of the 1989-91 Programme. The significance of 
this observation is readily apparent, for example, in the case of the 
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credit programme which is based exclusively on the combination of the 
Area Offices and Village Organizations , bot h created by BRAC . 
The activities required to prepare (conscientize} the villagers 
and to establish the institutions , the targets to be achieved, the 
major categories of inputs required and the costs to be incurred are 
the subjects of the section on activities. 
Activities 
Establishment of an Area Office* is currently BRAC ' s exclusive 
way t o initiate field action. By 1991, 60 new Area Offices serving 
3000 villages in 1 80 unions are to be established. onder the new 
strategy, to be adopted in 1989, each OEEice wLll operate for 
approximately three years at which time BRAC subsidised lending, 
conscientization and training services will end and the Village 
Organization w; 11 be concidc rcd an h~ving rc~chcd the stage of Self 
reliance. Consideration is being given, also, to development of a 
self-supporting credit system which would provide credit to villagers 
when the BRAC initiated and subsidized Revolving Loan Fund ceases to 
operate at the end of approximately three years . 
Where the ne~1 Area Offices will be located has not yet been 
determined but the criteria to be applied in making the decision 
include: degree o£ poverty and landlessness; ease of communication; 
the law and order situation; availability of banking facilities; 
presence or absence of similar programmes operated by other NGO's or 
------------------·-----~------------~-------~----- --------------
* A BRAC Area Office will normally serve 50 villages with an average 
population of 1200 and, a total of 60 , 000 , comprising 11,000 
households. Of the latter about 6 , 300 will be landless households 
and the target of BRAC attention . For detailed outline of an Area 
Office in each of its three years of operation, please see Table 1. 
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government; desirability of geographical spread ; and the learning 
opportunity provided by operations in different environments. 
E.ach Area Office will have university educated staff consisting 
of an Area ~tanager, three general Progra111me Organizers (POs), one 
Specialist Programme Organizer for non-formal pci rna ry education and, 
an Accountant . All will be recruited from outside the arE>a in which 
they will work and will receive 10 days of orientation training at a 
Training and Resources Centre (TARC). To share the workload and help 
prepare Village Organizations to handle their own affairs, BRAC will 
recruit local village leve~ workers, Palli Shebok/Sebika (PS). 
Qualifications include the secondary school certificate. Each PS will 
be respons1ble for 5 v illages. 
The ALea Office staff will be responsible for all of the 
activities involvea in preparing for, establishing and ensuring 
successful fL.nctioning of the Village Organizations, separate .-or nu;-n 
and l>omen , and for the federation of such organizations at Area Office 
or union and upazila levels . These activities are detailed in the 
next sE>ction on formation of Village Organizations . 
Bstabli~b ~~ YillAs~ QLg~zation 
Establishment o£ the Village Organizations mark s the culmination 
ann institutionalization of a number of activities and processes set 
in motion by BRAC intervention in the villages. It is the creation or 
the landless poor's own organization, the center piece of .BRAC's Rural 
Development Proyramme, to provide for continuity in the fight aga inst 
poverty and the struggle for increasingly improved levels of living . 
~iost of the processes or activities involved continue, sometimes 
intermittently throughout the three year period of BRAC's intervention 
and some must continue indefinitely. Many ace undertaken 
simultaneously. Accordingly, the elements described below are not 
always in strict chronological otder . 
Introduction of the processes begins following a Programme 
Organizer ' s (POl visit to a village to identify the landless and to do 
an informal survey of their situation. Consciousness raising is a 
first and continuing order o~ business. In individual talks with the 
PO, in small groups, separate for men and women, and then larger ones, 
common problems are identified, their causes analyzed and the possible 
approaches to solutions are considered . Hope begins to replace 
resignation and people want to learn more about what they can do as 
in()lviduals and in groups. Some begin to visit the Bi<AC office. T1oro 
or three are selected by the group to attend a five or six day 
consciousness raising course at a Training and Resources Centre 
(Tl\RC)- They return enthusiastic about 1•hat they have learned. Nore 
and more people come to group meetings so they too, can learn. 
Within two or three months, group oiscussioos are attracting 25 
to 30 persons on a regular basis. It is time to begin formalizing the 
groups by adopting some operating rules and agreeing on some 
activities. A regular meeting schedule, usually once a week, is 
fixed. ~!embers agree to begin a regular savings programme with each 
member saving each week one or two taka or, such other amount as the 
group may decide. An interest bearing group account is opened in the 
local bank. The need for group leadership is recognized, a 5-7 member 
manag~mcnt committee is elected, and the members are se~t to a TARC 
for training. 
Interest continues to build in what was learned by the persons 
sent away for consciousness raising training. One person is selected 
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from each village to be trained as a teacher to conduct funcUona1 
education courses consisting of two components : (a) consciousness 
raising and [b) literacy and numeracy. All group members take the 
former while Literacy and numeracy training is taken only by those 
genuinely interested . 
Afte, about five or six months of discussion and training, the 
process begins of mobilizing local resources in addi~ion to group 
savings . Members try to identify simple, low cost activities that can 
be financed, from the still modest accumulatton of savings, to improve 
their economic situation . Three persons, for example , might be 
granted a loan to purchase a goat. Homen will see possibilities such 
as in buying, husking and selling rice and, receive a small loan for 
the purpose. Individual or grou-p loans are possible but with the 
limited funds and still fragile group cohesion, ind ividual loans are 
more likely. I mplementation of these small projects serves JT<oinly ;~s 
training for subsequent use of larger loans in more corople:< 
activities. The search is on for unutilized or underutilized village 
resources - land along canals or roadways, abandoned tanks which could 
be rehabilitated and used for fisb production, the possibility of 
drilling a well and managing the supply and sale of water t o farmers 
and, pethaps, even acq~iring a share of khas land for planting or 
pasture . 
By the time villagers start thinking about these larger schemes, 
a year of 1~orking together may have gone by. The group's own suvlngs 
are seen as grossly inadequate. It is at this point that the BRAC 
revolving fund credit scheme is introduced. Discussion here will be 
focused on the institution building aspects with consideration of how 
the scheme works left to the section on Employment and Income Generation. 
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The institutions involved in the provision of credit, apart from 
the local bank which serves as custodian of funds, are the BRAC Area 
Office as the lender ana the Village Organization as the borrower. It 
is the latter that receives the loan funds, disburses them to 
individuals or small group borrowers, collects the repa~·ments weekly 
and, hands thent over to SRAC on a periodic basis . Borrowers conduct 
their business with their own Village Organization. Another group 
angle of interest relates to loan security. BRAC revolving fund loans 
do not require borrower assets as security . What is required is that 
the 3-5 member group, within the Village Organization of which an 
individual borrower is a member, approve the loan for suhsequent 
consideration by the Village Organization as a whole. Should the 
borrower default on loan repayment, none of the members of his/her 
small group would be eligi~le for a loan until repayment had been 
effected . This arrangement, barring natural disasters, offers strong 
security for a loan as is demonstrated by the fact that the URAC 
credit scheme currently realizes a 93.85% rate of repayment on time. 
As regards institutionalization of credit arrangements, it is to be 
noted that a BRAC Area Office is a temporary player to be replaced at 
the end of approximately three years by a largely self-supporting 
credi t system now ~nder consideration. 
In the second and third year of operation of a BRAC Area Office, 
it is income generating activities and the enabling credit operation 
which serve as the main me~ns for strengthening the solidarity of the 
village groups. As noted above credit is available to an individual 
only as a member of a group and the nature of security is such that 
there is both a strong incentive for an individual to be a member of a 
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group and strong pressure from his/hec peers to be a responsible 
member . The incentive and pressure combine to create a demand (or 
training in project planning, management , accounting and other human 
aevelopment fields as well as in the technical knowledge and sk i lls to 
Implement projects. Members come to appreciate that the skills , 
knowledge and cooperation of each and everyone are important in 
creating a strong gcoup . 
By the beginning of the third year, it is likely that a Finimum 
of SO to 60 percenl of the landless in a village, men and women each 
in their o1m groups, will be regular participants in groups ra~ging in 
size from 30 to 100 members. Through experience and training gained 
oy that ti~~. and to be gained during the remainder or the third yeac, 
it is expected that the need foe group action will be sc strongly 
[Ccognized and the leadership and solidarity so much in evidence that 
~Obt Village Organizations will be able to c~try o~ wltllO'I~ R~Ar 
assistance . The processes initiated by BRAC will have be~n 
institutio~alized in the Villaqe Organization, th~ most important 
element in the institutional infrastructure £or furthering the 
interests of the landless poor . 
Targets established for a first, second and third year Area 
Office, has been set ih the light of past experience to be achieved in 
covering villages, ~er.~ership, savings and lending os given in 
Table - I. 
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Table - I : Targets of a single Area Office in its First , Second and 
Third year of oper~tion . 
----------------------------------------------- -- - --------
Year IVillage JVillage iHem-1 Saving !Function INon-FormallCcedit dis 
Ieever- Jorgani- lber-1 lal educa- IQrinary lbursement/ age lsation lshipl ltion !school !year end 
I I I I I I !outstanding 
---- I----- 1------I----I------- I--- ---J---------I----------
Year-l 30 I 60 12400 I 150 , 000 I 40 I 15 I 60o , ooo 
I I I I I 
;;~~ =; ,--;;--- ~ -1oo ___ l~;;;l --;;;~;;;l ---12a--l --i5 ____ -i~65o~aoo-
l I I I I I I 
--- I-- --- I--J---J-------I ------I---------- I------------
year-3 1 50 I 100 I5000I1,150,000I 40 I 15 I 3,000,000 
I I I I I I I 
in the course of group discussion, it soon becomes obvious that 
many problems cannot be solved at the village level, or by one village 
acting alone. Wage bargaininq a~~ion , larqe ~c~le economic activities 
and access to government services rt.guire a number of Village 
Organizations to act jointly and to bring pressure to bear at union 
and upazilla levels . This has led to grouping of Village 
Organizations served by one BRAC Area Office, or l ocated within one 
union, to meet monthly and address such issues and to conduct 
negotiations with governmental or other authorities concerned . In a 
few instances, where BRAC has operated for some years, the Area Office 
or union level groupings are being federated at the upazila level . 
Fur t her federation at both levels is t o be encouraged in the 1989-91 
pe1ivd but neither targets nor g~;ographical areas for such action have 
been established . 
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IV. CREDIT, EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME GENERATION 
Objective 
Helping establish the economic base for a better life by making 
available credit, associated services and facilities to enable the 
landless to be errtployed and earn income through providing village 
services or , engaging in produc t ive enterprises. 
Background and Justification 
The landless poor have t radi ti onally depended mainly on jobs in 
agriculture to earn a living. With rapid population increase and 
changes in the structure of agriculture, employment opportunities do 
not match the number of new entrants into the labor f orce, to say 
nothing of the inadequacy of opportunities for present members. 
Projecti.ons by tbe Wor l d Bank indicate the situation will worsen in 
the decades ahead . :::orne 70~ of the rural laboc force will need to 
find jobs outside agriculture . Few of the landless poor have the 
education and skills required for industrial or productive services 
employment in the city . Opportunities outside agriculture , now 
available in the rural areas, are limited and mainly of subsistence 
sustaining natu~e . It is t o creating opportunities in rural areas 
that thi~ proposed programme is directed. 
Employm~nt and income generation play a significant role, also , 
in BRAC ' s own institution building efforts. I nstitution building does 
not progress in a vacuum. It occurs as people seek to organize to 
achieve specific goals which are important to them. High on the list 
of priorities is ga ining the income t o cover a family's basic needs 
for food, clothing and shelter. If the possibility is offe r~d to 
achieve some early results t o this end, interest and participation can 
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be maintained in building Lhe institutional base to serve similar 
needs in tbe future. 
BRAC ex:perience has produced some effective approaches to 
employment and income generation. A central feature of the approaches 
is extension of credit . It has been learned that the landless can be 
good credit risks with appropriately designed and implemented 
programmes and, also, that poor as they are they can make savings for 
their own betterment . Along with unutilized or underutilized village 
resources, these savings fo rm the starting point for activities that 
generate jobs and income . The landless do need access to external 
credit, technical support and inputs for achieving other than very 
modest improvement in their level of subsistence . BRAC has evolved a 
system for providing this support. Based on experience gained, BRAC 
is posed for a considerable horizontal expansion of activities for 
employment and income generation to meet tbe needs of the assetless. 
Activities 
BRAC proposes to promote employment and income generation in the 
1989- ' 91 period mainly through expansion of its Revolving Loan Fund 
credit scheme . The expression credit is used here in the all 
inclusive sense of referring to the lending operation as such but, 
also , to the supporting actions which ensure its success - training of 
borrowers, mobilization of local resources, provision for supply of 
inputs, technical support, supervision and monitoring. Because of the 
critical importance of credit in the Rural Development Programme, the 
entire credit system is explained in some detail. The general 
explanation is complemented by discussion and examples of how credit 
is extended to particular enterprises or sectors to pr:omote employment 
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and generate income . Targets foe lending in 1989- ' 93 are provided 
along with the implications in terms of inputs and budgetary 
requirements . 
BRAC ' s credit operati on, initia t ed as the Rural Credit and 
Training Project in 1979 and integrated into the Rural Development 
Programme in 1986, is directed to meeting the needs of the landless 
poor who are largely excluded from institutional credit and are forced 
to rely on rel atives and money lenders, the latter of whom may charge 
interest rates of 100~ or more . The landless do not have the assets 
t o of[er as the collateral normally demanded as security for a loan by 
institutional lenders. This is the environment in which BRAC, certain 
other NGOs and the Grameen Bank initiated lending operations 
exc lus ively directed to meeting lhe regui rements o f th~ rural poot ~nd 
ac cepting group guarantees of repayment as collateral . By th~ end o[ 
1987, BRAC had extendecl cr~it on tbes~ terms in the amount of Tk. 
169,077,496 and had (ealized an on time, cumulative repayment of 
principal rate of 92 . 54% . 
Currently, BRAC ' s credit facility takes the Corm of a Revolv ing 
Loan Fund {RLF), operated within the frame1v01:k of the Rural 
Development Frogramme, designed to meet the credit needs of BRAC's 
landless group members . Loans realised are credited to, and form a 
part of the fund which is used for extending further credit . This 
revolvlng process (lending, recovering and again lending) ensures that 
credit facilities a re available, eventuall y , t o a ll group members for 
use in creating self employment and earn ing income. 
* This section is extracted from a paper enti tled "RURAL CREDIT 1\ND 
SAVING PROGRAMI~t: Of BRAC - A CASE STUDY" By S . A. Karim , June 19B7 . 
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The Revolving Loan Fund has as its objectives contributing to: 
(l) stimulation of employment for both men and women; (2) mobilization 
of unproductive or underutilized local resources (for example village 
ponds, unu::;ed govemment land); (3) stimulation of new kinds of rural 
industries (for example seri-culture, which had previously been 
confined to only one part of the country); and (4) diffusion of 
appropriate technology and encouragement of more efficient uses of 
existing technology (for example, in fish culture, irrigation and 
hort icull:u re). 
Nine basic rules serve as guidelines for the granting of RDP 
loans : 
1. The loan will be granted on a self-liquidation basis. 
Repayment of principal and interest must derive from the use 
to which the loan is put. 
2. No loan is given f~r consumption purposes (with the 
el<cept ion of housing) . 
3. No loan is given to a borrower to buy land from another 
borrower who owns less land than be does. 
4. Since poor people have competing demands on thejr income, 
loan repayment must follow receipt of the income. 
5 . Loans are given on margin. ~be borrowing group must 
contribute some of its own resources, thus ensuring that all 
members have a significant stake in the success of the 
venture. 
6. No "collateral" in the normal sru1se is required, unless it 
is available from previous projects or group resources. 
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7. Thece will be continuous and intensive monitoring of the 
project during the life of the loan . 
8. Priority in loans is ~iven to projects which have a s~rong 
development component. 
9. Priority in loans is given to projects with visible economic 
and social profitability potential. 
Processes for Sanctioning of Credit: To be eligible for loans a gcoup 
has to meet the following conditions: 
1. It must have regular weekly meetings and make regular 
savings deposits. 
2. It must have a bank account. 
3. It mus t be able to manage its 01<n finances and 
administration. 
4. 1t must have savings equivalent to ten percent of tb~ l.oan 
requested (as explained in the section on Institution 
Building . BRAC contends that every individual, no matter how 
poor, can save something and that such saving is essential 
to give a borrower a personal stake in the outcome of any 
project, mainly financed by a loan) . 
5. The members of the group must have completed functional 
education training. 
6. It must have provecl group cohesiveness. 
The processes entailed in a newly formed Village Organization 
meeting thes~ conditions normally take at least one year. In the 
early stages of the credit programme, a six months period was thought 
sufficient to create group cohesion but experience has shown that 
period l'las too short. 
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Since loans normally require almost no collateral, a further 
requirement is that 20% of the loan amount is set aside . Ten percent 
of this amount is deposited in a fixed interest bank account to 
safeguard the group savings, and 10' is placed in a second fixed 
deposit account to serve as a security fund to ensure repayment . 
Loan Proposals: Loan proposals are screened and approved by the 
groups (village organizations) during their weekly meetings. To have 
a valid meeting, at which a loan proposal is approved by the group, 
two-thirds of the membership must be present; and 75l of those 
attending must ~pprove the loan application . Participation and grou2 
responsibility are thus essential elements of the loan process. 
After the group has approved the loan application, the BRAC 
Programme Organizer responsible for the group submits it to the Area 
Office f·lunager. If the loan is helo\<1 Taka 5, 000 it can be authorized 
by the Hanager. Amo~nts greater than that, up to Taka 10,000 must be 
authorized by the Regional Hanager. A lo;m request above Taka 10,000 
requires the approval of BRAC ' s Executive Director. 
Types of Loans: Loans are of three types in relation to 
duration: (i) short term, repayable within one year; (2) medium tem, 
up to three years, and (3) longer term. The duration obviously 
depends on the nature of the scheme . 
Loans can be given to individuals or to five to seven member sub-
groups (or even larger, possibly involving persons from several vos -
a brickyard, for example) within a Village Organization. If the loan 
is to an individual within a sub-group it must receive the approval of 
that group before it goes to the Village Organi~ation for final 
approval . For effective supervision of loans, a management committee 
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of five to seven members, selected by all membe rs , i s f ormed within 
each Village Organization. The duties of the committee are to 
supervise all loa ns . For these activit i es, the management committee 
members receive 3~ of the loan amount as a service charge fo r each 
loan they supervise . 
The types of ;:>rejects funded by loans include (1) paddy, potato 
and other crop cultivation, primarily on leased land ; (2) irrigation 
projects in 1~hich the landless 01·10 the tubewells and supply water to 
farmers; (3) paddy and oil seed husking ; (4) cattle and goat rearing; 
(5) rural transport , primarily ricksha1·1s and push carts; (6) rural 
industry including rice mills, brick fields, weaving, serJ and eri-
culture (silk production), ancl api-culture (bee keeping); (7) lease- of 
n•arket space; (8) ~;>etty trading; (9) fish culture; (10) poultry 
keeping; (11) veget:able and horticultural nurseries; anc1 (12) food 
processing. 
The smallest loans that have been given are Tk . 300, the largest 
Tk. 1,000,000. 
Interest Rates on Loans : The prevailing interest rates in 
sanqladesh in the forma~ credit sector range from 16• to 36%. 
Research has shown that if the income 9eneratin9 potential of the 
scheme js high, borrowers do not feel that the payment of interest is 
unreasonable up to about 36'6. I'Then loans are numerous anc1 small, 
interest rates lower than 18% do not cover the operating expenses and 
lossess of the lenders . Technical training, supervision, monitoring 
and inflation a l l force the costs of loans higher. 
BRAC loans are provided at an 18% interest rate, both to 
individuals and to groups . In addition, 5% is added as a group tax 
and 3% as a fee to the management committee for its service. 
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Money Transfer Procedures: Loans are issued in the form of 
cheques made out to the group (Village Organi~ation) account. The 
cheques are deposited in the accounts and money is withdrawn as needed 
by the groups. The managem~nt committee of the group collects 
repayments from the loanees and d~posits the money into the group 
account. In turn the committee pays BRAC by cheque . 
Technical and logistical support: As BRAC has gained experience 
with the credit programme it has learned the various infrastructural 
constraints that surround income generation activities. A need for 
ORAC to develop technical and logistical support in the extension of 
credit became necessary as lending became more diversified. Most 
rural arcao still lack the normal infrastructural support required for 
business activity. Assistance with such services is still relatively 
new ir1 the Rurlll Dev.-lopment Programme and e:;perim"'I'~Dtion lo 
deLermint:: .nosL effective and ef(lcJent approaches is on-going. The 
technical a~d logistical supports noY being provided include: 
1. Facilitating the supply of inputs. At the time of 
sanctioning a loan, ROP helps the group exarr.ine Its input 
needs. If the required inputs are unavailable, the BRAC 
Area Office assists the group with procurement. In fish 
culture activities, for example, where a steady supply of 
fish fingerlings was not available , RDP helped some of the 
village groups to develop and maintain fish nurseries from 
which other groups are now supplied . Other inputs which the 
centres have been able to make available include improved 
seeds for vegetable gardening, seedlings of improved tree 
species, fertilizers, spare parts for machinery, etc . 
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2. Supplying necessary technical support. Borrowers may Eace 
tecbnical problems for which they do not have solutions. 
For e:cample, a leased paddy field may be attacked by a pest 
and the borrowers do not know which pesticide to use. The 
AJ:ea Office or the Programe Organizer will help them consult 
government agricultural officers or , BRAC's agricultural 
experts to find out the correct pesticide and, if necess~ry, 
will assist in procuring it . To respond to such needs RDP 
trains its own staff and develops village paraprofessionals 
in various field3, as for example, m~intenance mechanics and 
operators for pumps and tubewells in the irrigation 
pz:ojects. 
3. Facilities for ~1arehousing and marketing. :·1aret:ouses with 
capacities for storing one hundred ton= of grain each have 
been constrllctea in a number of the PJJP Ar·ea Office 
compounds. ~hese are used for storing both inputs Qnd 
produce. Such stor.:~ge enables warehouses to take adv·antage 
of higher prices prevailing at different ti mes of the year . 
4. Special programme supports such as vaccination activities 
for livestock and poultry have been developed. Borrowers in 
livestock and poultry schemes were incurring l osses due to 
diseases, and no adequate government infrastructure was 
available to supply needed services . 
The organizational structure through which the Revolving Loan 
Fund operates consists of the Village Organization as the borrower and 
the BRAC ~rea Office as the lender . Both of these organizations and 
how they function have been described in the section of this 
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present~tion dealing with Institution Building. A third organization 
involved is the local Bank which serves as the depository for funds . 
Bow ~11 of the procedures and conditions of lending and the 
services that support implementation of loans are applied in ~ctual 
lending is described ~nd illustrated, with some examples of 
sectoral/enterprise loans, in the following section • 
.!i.ltUl9 .til~ ~ll.2.1Yi.D9 l.~.D fliD~ .tQ :fiD.OD~ ~~.QY!Wl.t .QD2 .iDJ02m.S:: 
g.en.eu..tln9 .activities .arul .e.D.tHP.d.:i~ 
The Revolving Loan Fund just described extends credit for four 
broad categories of activities or enterprises foe generating 
employment and income: (l) village services such as household level 
processing, transport and petty trading which ace required in villages 
throughout the nation; (2) productive enterprises such as poultry, 
livestock, horticultural and field crop production with resource 
requirements that malte their conduct feasible nation-wide; (3) 
enterprises such as seri and eri culture , pisciculture or an activity 
such as provision of irrigation facilities which are location specific 
in terms of resource requirements; and (4) other enterprise~/ 
technologies to be identified, developed and tested to make possible 
sustained increases in productivity, employment and income . 
benefit to destitute borrowers, employment f or a good number of days 
per year and, requires few or no s~ills beyond those normally 
possessed by villagers. Women can borrow money to buy paddy for 
husking , carey out the work, selL the rice and have an immediate 
income . Men who borrow to buy a rickshaw or push cart start earning 
the day the vehicle is received . Petty traders, men or women, are in 
business as soon as they receive the loan and purchase the raw 
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materials, produce or household goods and begin selling. The 
disadvantages of all of these activities are that the potential for 
earning anything more than a bare subsistence level of living are not 
great and, for some, the possibility of becoming redundant due to 
introduction of new technology. An example of the latter is the 
introduction, already in some areas, of machinery to do the paddy and 
oil seed processing formerly done by women at the household level. 
In the 1989-91 period it is estimated that 180,000 persons might 
benefit from loans for the provision of services and, the total amount 
lent might reach Tk. 270,000,000 . 
.f.2ll.l.t-..CY..L .liY.f:S~sJI.. iiW~lll.t..IU.e aD~ .b.2.t.t.i&.Ul~ll.Ul ~t.e..cp.r.i.s.es of 
some kinds and on some scale, are carried out by at least some 
villagers in ail the nation's village. The technology employed may be 
largely traditional and the numbers of persons engaged, less than 
would be possible if training, credit and associated input supply and 
technical support services were readily available . Improved 
technology is available within the country to increase earnings from 
the conduct of these enterprises and the potential for increased 
income is greater than in the prevision of services. 
To encourage expansi on in the number of persons engaged in such 
enterprises and to promote increased pcoductivuty, resources have been 
earmarked in the 1989-91 budqet to provide training for 78,180 
persons. 
~~Ll-~~l~llx~~ ~.tl-~lll!~~~ ~j~~i~ltux~ ~P.i~ultll.t~ ~og 
lo~t~ll~t.iQD g! lL.rlg~tl2D !~~lllt.i~s require resources or conditions 
that are not universally available in Bangladesh villages. Certain of 
these such as seci-culture ace traditional enterprises in some 
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loc~lities. Other are~s where the food for the worms (mulbe rry trees 
or shrubs) c~n be produced need to be located and the technology 
introduced. Engaging in fish production requires a suitable body of 
water or plot of unused land where a pond can be dug, along with the 
introduction of technology and supply of fingerlings . Similarly, the 
possibility to engage in the installation of irrigation f acilities and 
the sale of water to farmers does not exist in every village. Where 
t he natural resource base exists , engaging in these kinds of 
enterprises/facilities can produce a more favourable income than 
either the provision of services or conduct of the enterprises common 
to all villages. 
The es t imat ed numbers of persons likely to benefit from loans in 
these areas in t he 1989-91 programme period are 4400 in seri or eri 
culture; 1800 in pisciculture; 900 in apiculture. To prepare 
villagers to engage in these enterprises, budgetary provision has been 
made to train 4400 in seri or eri culture; 1800 in pisciculture; 125 
meohar.ics in operation and maintenance of irrigation facilities and 
II 
900 in apiculture . 
Because of the importance of agriculture, irrigation, 
sericulture, livestock, poultry and pisciculture in total lending for 
employment and income generation, lending for each of these 
entecprtses/acttvittes is described in the following sections. 
b9Ii~~l1~I~: Opportunities for the landless in agriculture ace 
confined to earning wages, share cropping or leasing land for crop 
~redUction . Loans are e~tended to lndividua~s or groups to pay off 
mortgages, lease/rent land, establish horticultural nurseries or to 
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pay for inputs in producing summer and winte~ crops including paddy, 
wheat, bananas, betel leaves, potatoes, vegetables and spices. 
Identification of opportunities for investment is the primary 
responsibility of the borrowers, the small group and Village 
Organizations of which they ace members. Since land needs to be 
rented or leased from others, the potential p~ofitability of the 
proposed undertaking must be carefully studied. BRAC assists in 
preparing the feasibility studies and by providing skills and 
management training, technical advisory services and help with the 
procurement of inputs such as fertilisers, insecticides and seeds 
required in loan i mplementation. Loans may be granted fo~ both fixed 
and operating costs, including post-harvest ware-housing charges where 
delay in marketing appears advantageous. BRAC monitors implementation 
of the schemes and provides continuing support, including any training 
needed, mainly through its Training and Resource Centres (TARC'sl. 
lLLi9~tiDn: Introduction of irrigation technology in agriculture in 
Bangladesh has invariably favoured the rich and ignored the poor. The 
purpose of BRAC's lending foe irrigation is to make the poor the 
owners of irrigation assets and thus to enable them as well as 
landowners to benefit from the introducti~n of this technology into 
the community. Groups of villagers are given loans to acquire 
equ ipment and install tubewe lls , lowliEt pumps and hand pumps. The 
landless Village Organisations manage the facilities and sell water to 
farmers. The Village Organisation management committee, or more 
commonly a separate irrigation scheme management committee is 
responsible for ensuring proper installat ion and maintenance of 
facilities, arranging and finalising contractz with the farmers who 
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purch~~c w~ter, m~1ntaln1ng accounts and collecting water charge~, 
etther in cash or in kind. The borro~ing group's leaders, that is the 
members of the management committee, discharge their functions with 
BRAC assistance which includes provision of credit, arranging skills 
and management training, helping with purchase of the irrigation 
equipment and provision of technical and management advice as needed . 
Beneficiaries of the programme are members of the Village 
Organisation , the labourers who find employment in installation and 
operation of equipment and the farmers who receive water. 
~~l~y~: BRAC ' s sericulture programme is essentially an income and 
employment generating activity for poor rural women. It is a family 
based cottage industry generating significant supplemental income for 
participating households which, in turn, supply cocoons or thread to a 
large( production process consisting of weaving, dyeing, block 
printing, embroidery and making of clothing and other cloth products . 
Emplojment is created for the growers of trees, the rearers of cocoons 
and all of the others involved in the chain of production described . 
A market for the final products is provided by BRAC operated Aarong 
shops. 
Silk worm production technology is well known in certain parts of 
nangladesh where it is traditional. BRAC is helplny introduce 
sericulture in other ecologically suited areas. For this purpose , 15 
additional service centres will be established to, among other tr:ngs, 
produce eggs for distributi on to the village rearing centres whtch are 
key components in the process o f introduction. Such centres, operated 
by BRAC trained villagers, receive eggs from BRAC or government 
sericulture centres for incubation and rearing of worms t o 15 days of 
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age . At this stage, worms when they are made available to villagers, 
usually women, who rear ~hem to maturity. Other BRAC services to 
promote sericulture include organizing training (at the Training and 
Resource Centres (T!\RCsl l for villagers to operate the centres or to 
engage in household level silk worm production. 
In the 1989-91 period BRAC plans to introduce, through the TARCs 
or directly to the villagers, a number of measures to increase the 
profitabilty and appeal of sericulture . Included among these will be: 
(1) Encouragement of planting the bush type mulberry shrub in 
highland areas suitable for its growth and establishment of 
plantations of other adapted varities along roadsides and 
on other unused land in Low lying areas. 
(2) Establishment of sericulture demonstration units in the 
TARCs where villagers may receive intensive sericulture 
training. 
(3) Replacing the present breeds of worms by providing eggs of 
hybrid breeds with the capacity to increase silk output by 
It 
approximately 100% . 
(4) Introducing hot air cocoon drying foe improvement in 
qualjty . 
(5) rntroducing improved reeling machines . 
(6) Promoting weaving of pure silk cloth . 
Loans will be extended to villagers either to operate village 
reari ng centres or to engage in household production of silkworms, 
including spinning of sill< from cocoons if desired. E:ligibility for 
loans requir~s access to minimum space for growi ng the shrub or tre~s 
to produce food for the worms and, for a rearing room. 
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Livestock rearing is carried out in all RDP areas and involves 
both men and women members of all Village Organisations in raising 
beef or milch cattle to earn a living. 
BRAC provides training to rearers and ensures a regular supply of 
vaccines and medicines through para-veterinary workers. Each rearer 
is given a card on which the para-vet records vaccinations and visits. 
BRAC selects and trains a team of three para-vets per union (15000 
people), preferably two female and one male. The initial training 
period is 45 days, £ollowed by regular refresher courses given by 
qualified BRAC DYMs. The para-vets ensure regular vaccination in 
their areas and treat cattle . For this purpose stocks of veterinary 
medicines are maintained. Para-vets receive no salary and earn their 
living by charging fees for vaccinations and treatment provided to 
animals owned by cattle rearers. 
~ach para-vet will colJect vaccine from BRAC stock or from 
government veterinary departments. In addition to doing vaccinations, 
para-vets will visit rearers and advise on feeding and management of 
cattle. 
As of the end of 1987, Tk.l2,758,000 or 17.33~ of t o tal ccedit 
disbursement had been extended for cattle raising. In the 1989-91 
period, the programme is to be expanded as follows: 
Para-vets to be trained 
Rearers to be trained 
1989 
~40 
4500 
1990 
240 
4500 
1991 
240 
4500 
'::'o~:al 
720 
13500 
bili!i~l lD~~mlo~llOD r~otzg;: Each RDP Area Office will set up and 
operate an artificial 1nsemination unit as a step towarcs upgrading 
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local cattle breeds. A qualified and skilled para-vet will be 
selected and specially trained foe one month to manage the unit and 
provide service to cattle rearers on a fee basis. Semen will be 
collected from the District Livestock Office. The para-vets will do 
regular visits to ascertain the success of insemination and to advise 
on feeding and management. 
f2Yl~~ ~~9~~mm~: BRAC's poultry progca~~e has a significant record 
of success in income and employment generation for rural women . It is 
a programme suited for implementation in diverse environments and 
thus, for wide-spread implementation. The programme is low cost, low 
risk, requires little skill and can be carried out simultaneously with 
other household work. Training, for potential poultry rearers (48000 
in 1989-91) and for village women who serve them as poultry workers I 
vaccinators (3000 in 1989-91) is the key component of the programme. 
Distribution of Department of Livestock (DOL) supplied vaccines, other 
veterinary ~dicines, eggs, chicks and cocks of productive breeds of 
poultry, complements training In making programme implementation 
possible. The major thrust of the programme is to train and prepare 
women to earn an income through involvement in one or several aspects 
of poultry rearing: (ll as a poultry worker cum vaccinator; (2) as a 
key rearer; (3) as a model rearer and (4) as a chick rearer. 
Selection, and methods of training for the various types of 
involvement are as follows: 
1. Poultry workers cum vaccinators - at least one woman (or more, 
depending on number oC poultry rearers) is selected from each 
village to undergo six days o( training by a Doctor of Veterinary 
Med icine (~VM) to learn innoculation/vaccination procedures, 
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other aspects of disease prevention and control and, husbandry 
practices and, subsequently, to receive one day of refresher 
training each month for the two year duration of the programme. 
2. Key rearer - every woman, participating in the programme, not 
trained as a poultry worker cum vaccinator is trained, initially, 
as a key rearer in one of two ways - (a) as one of 10 persons 
selected from each village, as the first to receive training and 
become a promoter and demonstrator, for three days of training by 
the DVM in scientific poultry husbandry practices for successful 
poultry rearing or, (b) for all others, training in the villages 
in groups of 25 by the Programme Organizers (POs) giving three 
days of training and three days of field work in sequence; and, 
subsequently, all key rearers receive one day of refresher 
training every two months for the two year duration of the 
programme. 
3. Model rearers are selected, successful key rearers, given five 
Clays ot,. specialized training by a DVM or senior PO and, 
subsequently given one day of refresher training every three 
months. 
4. Chick rearers are selected, successful key rearers, given 10 days 
of specialized training by a DVM, including classroom instruction 
and work in a chick rearing unit and, subsequently, given two 
days of refresher training every three months. 
It is considered desirable that PL~QY~~i~~ bL~~g~ Q! QQ~ltL¥ be 
used in the programme and that their introduction be through supply of 
eggs, chicks or, of cocks t:o upgrade local breeds. DOL supplies the 
chicks or cocks at cost price. 
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Priority attention is given to 21~~§~ ~~Dti9D ~g £QD1I2l~ 
DOL provides the vaccines free of charge. The trained poultry workers 
cum vaccinators, who are not paid a salary, do the vaccinations and 
collect a fee of Tk. 0.15 to 0.25 per bird. Vaccines are distributed 
to the workers in each vLllage once a month to ensure a regular 
programme of vaccination. 
~i~&i~lt~~: Pisciculture provides the opportunity to make productive 
use of otherwise unusable land, derelict ponds and other bodies of 
water to generate employment and income and, also to improve 
nutrition. Depending on the scale of resources available , the 
enterprise can be of household or group level. 
Occasionally, small ponds are available to households . 
Normally, these households have the potential feed supply, also, in 
the form of compost that can be made from readily available vegetable 
waste, cowdung and poultry droppings. Larger ponds or unused sections 
of canals may be leased by groups which would make use of the same 
feed supply. Irrespective of whether the enterprise is household or 
group based, the essentials for success are the same: w1se selection 
of the water source; soil testing; proper excavation of the pond and 
arrangement for water control; appropriate fertilization of the pond; 
good fish management practices; and a reliable market. 
BRAC loans for pisciculture are made available on either an 
individual or group basis. In the case of group loans, the group will 
select a five to six person management committee to assume 
responsibility for distribution of work, control of funds and 
organizing technical support. The latter is provided by BRAC which, 
in addi.tion to making loans available to pay for pond leasing and 
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operating expenses, provides skills ~nd management training and helps 
arrange inputs and, particularly, supply of fingerlings through 
village I'!Ursedes {300 additional to be established in 1989-91). 
Q1b~~ ~nt~Pil~~L~Y11i~~: It is not possible to identify in 
advance all o£ the opportunities for producUve lending that might 
materiaLise during the 1989-91 period . Such opportunities will be 
extremely important in achieving the overall goal of the Rural 
Development Programme, that, is increasingly improved levels of living 
for the landless. Loans for provision of village services can do 
little more than help achieve a subsistence level of income. The 
possibilities for doing better than this improve with engagement in 
productive enterprises, both those that can be implemented almost 
everywhere and those suited only to specific areas . It seems likely, 
however, ~hat the availabilily or natural ~esources , the potenti8l for 
technological improvement and, perhaps, even access to markets wiLl 
impose an early limitation on both numbers of beneficiaries and levels 
of income to be derived from thes~ basically traditional enterprises. 
In this setting, the search for productivity increasing but, 
hepefully, still labor intensive opportunities for investment assumes 
critical importance . Most likely such enterprises will be suitable 
for group, perhaps involving several villages, rather than the 
invidividual lending which pre-dominates at present. The task of 
identifying, developing and testing such enterprises is mainly the 
responsibility of the Rural Enterprise Project, mentioned briefly 
under Central Support Services but, not formally a part of this 
presentation. 
To be in a position to train in skills required for implementing 
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any new enterprises , budgetary provision has been made for training 
500, 700, 1000 persons in the years 1989 through 1991, respectively. 
Targets are based on assumptions as to: the number of SRAC l\rea 
Offices in flrst, second and third year stages of operation; average 
disbursements for a first, second and third year Office; and, 
availability of credit from an alternative source after approximately 
thr ee years of operation by the latter. The numbers associated with 
these assumptions are given in Table: 
Table-2: Number of SRl\C l\rea Offices in first, second and third year 
operation; loan disbursements per office . 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
1989 l990 ~~91 1989-91 
------- ------------------------
l'l.E.Sl' .U:AB l l I 
No. of Offices I 20 I 20 l 20 
Dlsbu:sements l I I 
Pee Office I 1,200,000 l I 
I I I .SJ;t.ONQ U:.AE I I 
No. of Offices I 20 I 20 l 20 
Disbursements I I I 
Per Office I 2,700,000 I I 
I l I 
l'llll.Q .n:~.B I I I 
No. of Offices I 20 I 20 l 20 
Disbursements I I I 
Per Office I 4,500,000 I I 
I I I 
----------------------------------------------
Should the pattern of lending characteriz;ng the loan portfolic 
at the end of 1987 prevail , the 1989-91 portfolio would be descriced 
by characteristics and percentages as follows: 
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(1) Hale-female disbursment ratio 
(2) Individual-group loan disbursment ratio 
(3) Short-medium-long term disbursment ratio 
(4) By sector/pcopo~e of lending, percentage 
di~bursment 
(a) Small trading 
(b) Agriculture 
(c) Food proceocing 
(d) Livestock 
(e) Rural industry 
(f) Rural transport 
57: 4) 
83: 17 
54:39:07 
27.56 
23 . 61 
14.21 
15.53 
8.95 
4.95 
Loans during the 1989-91 period are expected to benefit 90,000 
men and 90,000 women , either as individuals or as members of groups 
receiving loans . 
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V. DEVELOPMENT OF BOMAN RESOURCES 
Development of Suman Resources underlies all BRAC Programmes and 
philosophies and is a fundamental tennet of BRAC's approach to 
development . It is a key element of programmes described in this 
document under the heading of Institution Building, Credit, Employment 
& Income Generation, and the Vulnerable Group Development Programme. 
Three discrete programmes, however, have been isolated for 
administrative and budgetary purposes under the specific heading of 
Development of Buman Resources; Non-fo~al Primary Education, 
Training, and the Program for the Development of Rural Managers. 
1. NON-FORMAL PRIMARY BDOCATION (NP~E) 
The Objective(s) 
Access for 105 , 000 poor children, 70% girls, in the 8-10 year age 
group to three years of non- formal primary education of cuch interest 
and relevance to needs and, offered at such times and places as to 
attra~t enrolment, make attendance possible and motivate completion of 
the course . • 
Background and Justification 
In the nation of Bangladesh, only 60\ of the primary school age 
group of children actually enrol in formal primary schools. Fifty 
percent drop out before completing the first year and only 20\ 
complete the five year course. The literacy rate for the nation 
stands at 29\ . For the children of the landless the situation is much 
worse 1n respect of all of these numbers. Most have never had the 
opportunity to enrol in school. 
Various factors account for this unhappy state of affa irs . 
Budgetary allocations are inadequate, available resources are 
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sometimes used inef~icienly and teachers may be poorly prepared. 
Pact~cularly in the rural areas, there are further explanations -
parents can not afford to send their children to school full time as 
their labor is needed in the field or home; curriculum content is 
oriented to city rather than rural environments and, to well-off 
rather than poor children; children of the poor do not get equal 
treatment; and poor and illiterate people do not see the need for 
schooling, particularly for girls. 
Should all of the problems currently besetting primary education 
remain unaddressed, the one-third of the population now in that age 
group could reach maturity at the end of the century no better 
prepared foe life, in educational terms , than their parents. As 
illiterate adults , their chances of escaping poverty would be 
negligible. 
But the above situation need not come to pass. Primary education 
can be made relevant and attractive enough and scheduled in such 
manner as to attract and keep rural children in school. This has been 
demonstrated in experimental work initiated by BRAC in 1979, fufther 
developed since then and, continuing today . Through development of an 
innovative three-year curriculum for children 8-10 years of age, 
design, testing and evaluation of teaching materials prepared to meet 
identified needs a.nd interests of children and, through organizing 
community participation, the quality of primary education has been 
improved and enrolment, including that of girls, is up. 
Implementation of this new programme, labelled non-formal 
primacy education, began in 1985 in 22 centres with 660 students. 
Today, the numbers are 705 and 21,240, respectively, and the demand 
foe more centres is considerable. In addition to its obvious benefit 
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to children, the NFPE fulfills a strongly felt parental need and is a 
key instrument in building community solidarity. It is also a 
potentially important model with implication for eventua l policy 
adjustment in national education priorities . The essential features 
of the programme , which will characterize the expanded programme in 
1989-91, also, are eight in number: 
(1) A ~~~~~nt ~Y~Li~~lym: Curriculum preparation begins with the 
gathering of information about the learners, their perception, 
levels of cognitive development, physiological and psychological 
growth and their needs and, also, about their parents. The 
education system, existing schools and the community at large 
are surveyed so that the learners interests and problems may be 
understood within the context of the general situation. Armed 
with this information, educational specialists prepare curricul a 
and instructional materials including books, teaching notes on 
techniques of teaching and, aids such as charts, cards, counting 
sticks etc. • 
(2) ~.QJllll).UDi.t¥ p.uli~~~ti~: lt is universally accepted that no 
development effort can be successful unless the beneficiaries 
participate in the processes of planning and impl ementation. 
Education for the rural people is no exception . BRAC has 
promoted two fora for community participation i n the NFPE 
programme. Five-member Village Committees have been formed (one 
for each centre) comprising a community leader, two parents, the 
teacher and the Programme Organiser (BRAC Area Office employee) 
as convenor. The major responsibilities of the committees are 
to ensure regular attendance of pupils, improve physical 
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facillties, maintain relations and co-operation between school 
and the community and t .o bold monthly meetings to resolve 
problems related to the scho<>l. A second forum for community 
participation is the monthly meeting with parents and guardians 
of pupils where pupil's attendance and progress , including any 
problems that might be interfering with their studies, are 
discussed . These two fora keep the motivation of the parents and 
pupils high and have contributed , in considerable measure, to 
the success of the programme. 
(3) Promoti.QD S2.! g.i.U~ .eg.ll5;~.!;.i.QD: Female literacy in Bangladesh is 
even lower than the unsatisfactory rate for males. As a matter 
of justice and equality but, also, for success in population 
control and reducing child mortality, promotion of female 
education is urgently necessary. The BRAC NFPE programme 
addresses this issue by attempting to enrol 70% girls in the 
NFPE centres and by recruiting as many female teachers as 
possible. 
' ( 4) L.iDls~g.e ltf.i.tll !J:ILID.Ql JU.iiDU:i .e,g.II5;.Ati.QD : On completion of the 
three year NFPE course, students are eligible for admission to 
formal primary school in class IV. The quality of instruction 
received by the first group of students to complete an NFPE 
three year course was such that 93% have been admitted t o formal 
primary schools. 
(5) L.Qlff ~~~~t .[~~: A highly significant feature of the NFPE 
centres is the negligible drop-out rate, 1.6\ compared t o about 
60\ in government primary schools. 
(6) tSC5;.1U..C.i5;.11.lU ilS:.t.i~.i.t.iu: Out of two and one-half hours of 
class time, 40 minutes are devoted to co-curricular activities 
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such as physical exercise, singing, drawing, crafts, reading 
story books etc. Such activities not only add variety and 
interest but are important for overall development of the 
personalities of the pupils. 
(7) ~g~ ~~$i9D~n~: As most members of the pupils' families are 
illiterate they cannot help children with home work. 
Accordingly, the kind of home work assigned is that which the 
children can handle independently. 
(8) ~~$: Since NFPE considers long vacations detrimental to 
the educational procccess, the centres run for an average 280 
days a year. 
Activities and Targets for 1989-91 
To meet the growing demand f~om villagers to open more centres, 
BRAC will expand its education programme for out-of-school children in 
the 1989-91 period by maintaining existing, and creating new centres 
as follows: 
Old 
New 
1989 
552 
1500 
2052 
.. 
1990 
1500 
1000 
2500 
1991 
2500 
1000 
3500 
Opening of the projected 3000 new centres will require activities 
as follows: 
(l) Conducting surveys to find the geographical areas of BRAC 
operations where the number of out-of-school 8-10 year olds is 
high and the need for a centre is most urgent. 
(2) Selecting, in the areas identified, 105,000, 8-10 year olds who 
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h~ve never been to school or who have dropped our, from the most 
disadvantaged families ( A particular effort will be made to 
select and enrol girls- up to 70i if possible). 
(3) Recruiting and tra:ning 30 Field Supervisors, each to be 
responsible for 50 centres , their teachers and assistants, the 
Palli Sheboks (PS). Qualifications for recruitment include a 
bachelors or masters degree level of education . Orientation 
training wil l be given on appointment. 
(4) Recruiting and training 350 Palli Sheboks (PS), each to be 
responsible for 10 cent res and to visit each, at least twice a 
week. To be eligible f oe recruitment, a potential PS must have 
at least a higher secondary certificate and be resident of the 
community in which he would serve . Pre-service and in-service 
training will be provided. 
(5) Recruiting and training 3500 teachers, 70\ of whom must be 
female. Local residence and 9-10 years of formal schooling are 
required o f candidates for rec ruitment . Each recruit will under-
• go 12 days of induction training at one of the five Training and 
Resource Centres (~ARC's). A six day refresher course will be 
given the second year. 
(6) Preparing foLlow-up materials in the form of story books and a 
children 's journa l to enable students, from the second year on, 
to practice and retain literacy . 
(7) Renting 3500 houses/rooms to serve as class coons. A Slngle room 
comprising 240 square feet of space is considered adequate for 
the 30 students accepted in one class. 
(8) Supplying books, slates , penctls, charts and a blackboard , at 
BRAC expense, to all 3500 centr es and the students. 
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The target for expansion of the NFPE programme in the 1989-91 
period are summarized in Table 3. 
TABLE- 3: Targets for expansion of NFPE, by years, 1989-91 
------------------------------------------------------------------1989 1990 1991 
No . of schools Ln operation 2,052 2,500 3,500 
No. of students 61 , 560 7.5,000 105,000 
No. of teachers to be 
recruited 1,500 1,000 1,000 
Teacher training person 19,500 13,000 13,000 
days (13 days per teacher} 
Teacher refresher 
courses , person days 16,500 11,000 11,000 
(11 days per teacher) 
No . of superviso.rs to be 
engaged {1 for 50 schools) 20 20 20 
No . of Pa1li Sheboks 205 250 350 
School rooms to be rented 1,500 1,000 1,000 
------------------------------------------------~---- ------------
Management of the programme is entrusted to a Programme Manager, 
assisted by Regional Managers. Each Regional Manager , in turn, will 
be responsible for 10 fieLd supervisors. As noted above, Field 
Supervisors each look after 50 centres and the PalLi Sheboks ace 
r esponsible for 10. Bead Office functions consist o f policy making, 
financial administration, evaluation, research and tecnnical support. 
Looking further into the future, BRAC suggests that the NFPE 
programme provides a practical framework to make universal primary 
education in the nation a distinct possibility by the end of the 
century. Even though the unit cost of the BRAC programme is Tk . 500 
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as compared with about Tk. 200 in the formal primary education system, 
it is a bargain when the wastage due to drop-outs and repetition in 
the formal system are taken into account. 
2 . TRAINING 
Objective(s) 
The objectives of the BRAC training programme, pursued through 
operation of five Training and Resource Centres (TARC ' s), are: (1) 
design and implementation of appropriate training programs for raising 
awareness and developing skills of landless group members, for BRAC 
staff and staff of other government and non-government organizations; 
(2} development and dissemination of ideas, methods and technologies 
for socio-economic uplift of the poor; and (3) provision of continuous 
follow-up to training through field extension activities. 
Background and justificat i on: 
BRAC's target group, the landless poor, are i1literate, unaware 
~ of the reasons for their situation, fatalistic in outlook and, 
exploited by the elite. They lack the knowledge and skil~s for 
productive employment. Those who serve them through BRAC, other non-
governmental organizations, government departments or private 
institutions are often recruited from cities and unfamiliar with the 
situation of the poor in the Villages. They need special training in 
how to ·"or k in that en vi ron men t . 
Since 1976 BRAC has been conducting training programmes to 
prepare villagers, as individua~s and through group action, to 
cver=ome the understanding, knowledge and skills constraints to 
improving their lives. Orientation and in-service training pcogra:;mes 
for the staff of aRAC and other organizations, pursuing the same or 
so 
related objectives, have complemented training given directly to 
villagers. To ensure that the content and methodology of training are 
well suited to the needs of both villagers and staff, BR.I\C Training 
and Resource Centres (TARC's) are continuously conducting studies and 
experiments, developing and/or testing new technologies, and producing 
and distributing or arranging the supply of inputs. Once the trainees 
have returned to the villages or the posts of assignment, the TARCs' 
staff are engaged in follow-up visits to guage the effectiveness of 
training and to provide technical support. 
The TARC ' s experience in these areas - (ll training, (2) study 
and experimentation (development, testing new ideas and technologies} 
and (3} follow-up - has been positive . To meet the requirements of a 
considerably expanded Rural Development Programme and to respond to 
the training needs of other organizations, BRAC will increase the 
capacity of the TARC's in the 1989-'91 programme period. The nature 
of the activities to be carried out in each of the three areas, the 
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targets for training, and the major categories of inputs and 
associated budgetary implications foe the programme period ahead are 
the subjects of the following section on activities. 
Activities 
~I~j~jog: The content and methodology of training are derived from 
experience in the field, the class room and, from experimental/testi ng 
activities. Training courses, workshops, seminars, conventions and 
demonstrations are the vehicles for spreading knowledge and skill s . 
In respect of general subject matter content or ObJective, TARC 
training is of two types: human development and management; and 
occupational skills development. 
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The aims of human development and mahagement training are to 
create awareness of problems, increase capacity and skill to think, 
analyse and act, that is to enable the poor t o gain confidence and 
know- how in initiating change to improve their living conditions. In 
pursuit of these a~ms, the TARCs offer specialized training courses to 
the village group members and development workers as follows: 
consciousness raising (awareness building); leadership development; 
planning and management; functional education; para-legal train~ng; 
development communications; and development management. 
Occupational skills training is provided to increase the capacity 
and skills of the poor to undertake economic activities. Acquisiti on 
of such skills contributes to enhanced, economic well-being. Economic 
well being, in turn, strengthens the social position of the poor in 
society. BRAC has techn ical skills trainers in agriculture, 
pisiculture, poultry and livestock, bee keeping and seri/eri culture 
to design and implement such training. 
S.:.XP~..t~.o.t.a.tigl)~ ~DJ:~.tllti.Qn .arul U.~lmi~ .S.li.~.Q..tl.: ln a~ition to 
discharging the major function of training, TARCs ace making efforts 
to develop and/or test technologies appropriate for application in the 
economic sche~es undertaken by the landless. Exam~les include 
experimentation in Nilotica culture which has already proven its value 
in fish culture . In the field of agriculture, experiments were 
conducted with intercropping and i ntensive cultivation of certain 
crops. The results have been extended in the fiele programme. In 
recent years 'rARCs have developed and tested a feed mix~ture and method 
of poultry feeding wh ich are ready for field a?plication. 
The TARCs establish contact with appropriate institutions to 
ensur~ input supply foe field programmes . For exampl e, TARCs arranges 
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the supply of eggs, and chicks and vaccines for the poultry and 
livestock programame and, fingerlings for the fisheries programme. In 
addition to ensuring supply of inputs the TARCs, also undertake 
feasibility studies for new schemes which BRAC Area Offices will help 
villagers or village groups to implement . 
f.Qll2~J.!£1: by trainers i!O intended to help ensure the desired impact 
of training and to ascertain needs for modification of current, or the 
addition of new kinds of training. Development of human resources 
trainers pay periodic visits to their for mer trainees for these 
purposes . In the case o f occupational skills development, TARC 
trainers and BRAC Area Office staff provide continuous follow-up vn 
the form of : observation and review of the technical activ1ties 
(pou ltry, fisheries, agriculture etc.) carried out in the villages; 
meetings and discussions with village group members to identify 
problems and devise solutions; and, provision of needed additional 
training, material support (supply of inputs) and technical guidance. 
It is through follow-up measures, extension activities, that the 
trainers share responsibility with group membets and BRAC Area Office 
staff in making the program a success . 
TL~lDlDS lRI~ have been established for 1989-'91. Through the RDP, 
BRAC is now serving approximately 3900 Village Organizations (V . O.) 
with a total membership of 190,000. In the next three years, 6000 
Village Organizations with a membership of 300,000 are to be formed. 
This will require the training o( five members from each new group 
(V . O.) in leadership, planning and management . In total the number to 
be trained is 26,000 (men and women) . 
The TARC's will also train l oca l level workers t o conduct 
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Awareness Building course with the village organisation . Each worker 
will conduct awareness building course with four village organisations 
for a period of nine month to complete the course . Participation in 
the awareness building part of the classes is ~ompulsory for all 
villagers while only those who are genuinely interested undertake 
literacy and numeracy training , :he latter estimated to be about 10 
percent of the total. i'>wareness building trair'ing for all of the 
landless, men and women, is considered the absolutely essential 
starting point for bringing about improvement i n their condi tion of 
life . All of them must know about the situaion in Bangladesh, the 
reasons for poverty, their own problems , what they can do as 
individuals to resolve them and what can be done only through group 
action. Participation in literacy classes can be optional for 
literacy is more a tool for the future than for immediate action. As 
such , the appeal of literacy and numeracy and the 1o•illingness to 
devote time to their acquisition are likely tc be greater among the 
younger members of the village groups. 
Details of training in human development for villagers are 
provided i n Table-4 . 
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Tabl&-4: Estimate for training of village~s in Suman Development 
aspects of Lnstitution Building, number of person by field 
of training, annually & total 1989- 91 . 
Field of Training 
1. Social Awar&ness 
Workers Training 
2. Consciousness Raising and 
Leader~hi~ Development 
1989 
1000 
4400 
3. Project Planning & ~anagement 4520 
4. Basic Accounting 
- Refreshers 
4000 
4000 
17920 
1990 
1000 
4400 
4520 
4000 
4000 
17920 
1991 
1000 
4400 
452(; 
4000 
4000 
17520 
Total 
3000 
ll200 
13560 
12000 
12000 
53360 
Targets for skills training for vil1agers to perform various 
functions or work in various sectors of production ace given in 
Table-S . 
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Table-S: Estimated nur~ers of \'i llagers to be provided skills 
tra1ning by f j nCt ion/ task and/or sector , annually, and in 
t otal 1989-'91 
F~ultry workers 
?~u ltry rearers 
Livestock 
Pa:-a-vets 
Co"' rearers 
:rrigation mechani c s 
Apiculture 
Seri-culture 
Rearers 
Operators breeding and 
extension centres 
Horticulture 
Nursery 
Village hor ti cUlturists 
Fisheries 
Village fish 
nurseries 
Village fish farmers 
Miscellaneous skills 
l~ 
1000 
16000 
240 
4500 
25 
200 
1000 
5 
320 
4000 
100 
500 
500 
)000 
16 000 
240 
4500 
so 
200 
1400 
7 
320 
4000 
100 
500 
700 
1000 
16000 
2<0 
4500 
50 
200 
2000 
10 
320 
4000 
100 
500 
1000 
3000 
48000 
720 
13500 
125 
600 
HOO 
22 
960 
12000 
300 
1500 
2200 
Categories and estimated n~bers of staff members r~guiring 
induction/orientation o r in-sen·ice training in the 1989-'91 programme 
period are given in Table-6. 
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TABLE-6: Categories and numbers of ztaff memberz to receive 
induction and in-service training , by year and in to-=al 
1989-'91. 
CATEGORY 1989 1990 1991 TOTkL 
------------------------------------------------------------------
l. Area 
Office 
Nanager~ 
: nduction 
:n-sen·ice 
2. P r og r arnn.e 
Organ i sers 
Induction 
In-service 
3 • Accountants 
Induction 
In-service 
25 
25 
130 
150 
25 
25 
25 
25 
150 
175 
30 
30 
25 
25 
150 
200 
30 
30 
Inputs and Budgetary Requirements 
75 
430 
w; 25 
85 
S5 
The proposed expansion of the Rural Development Programme, 
meeting the needs of other BRAC programmes and of government and other 
organiza t ions engaged in rural development wi ll require an increase in 
the c a pacity of BRAC training facilities . 
Implementation of the Institution Building Component of the Rural 
Development Programme, alone, will involve t raining of 53,360 
villagers in various aspects of human development as detailed in Table 
4. Skills training for some 75,405 potential beneficiaries of credit 
operations will be needed as detailed in Table 5 . Finally, staff 
members - BRAC's own 685 1dll need to receive induction, refresher or 
specialized trair.ing in numbers indicated in Table 6. 
With the e xpansion of the RDP and other BRAC programmes , demand 
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for training of group me~bers, members of local level committees under 
Child Survival Programme has increased. Besides, training needs of 
government and other non-gove:nment development agencies have also 
gone !.lp. 1\ith existing capaciti es BRAC training centres cannot even 
fulfill all present trai~ing demands. Future demand for human and 
skill development train.:.ng is expected to rise in both BR/IC a;,d 
outside organisations. To meet increased training needs in fu~ure, 
BRAC is required to open another training centre. 
The estimated capital ~equirements for expanded and improved 
training facilitie~ in the 1989-91 programme period are as TOllo~s: 
Establishment of one additi~nal TARC Tl<. 9,800,COO 
Expanding the capacity of the five existing TARCs Tk. 6.000, COO 
Total Tk.l5,800,000 
Cutrent operating costs for the TARC's are not included in the 
budget as they are covered b;,• fees charged to BRAC programmes and 
outside organizations for training seivices rendered. 
3 • PROGRAMME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RORAL MANAGERS 
1. INTRODOCTION 
The Bangladesh Rural Advancement Comttittee (BRAC) is proposing to 
establish a management development programme dedicated to enabling 
non-governmental organizations , government agencies and communities t o 
manage their resource~ nore prodUctively, equitably, and sustainably. 
The Programme (or the Development of Rural Managers (the Programme) 
will pucsue this purpose through a programme designed to strengthen 
the management capabilities of both non-governmental and government 
agencies. The basic purpose of the Programme is to strengthen 
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manage~ent capebility by providing managemen~ training to government 
officials and non-governn.ental organization staff. 
?rimary foci for management development in the first years of the 
Programme ~ill be the rural hea~th care systems and livestock and 
fisheries resource :r.anagement, as the various system entities work 
~odth rural peo;:>le t o upg1ade their survival ::otential. The health 
system , through its gove=nmental and non-goveLnmental components, has 
set itself ambitious targets over the next few years including 
nationwide imwunization, development of union level health complexes, 
population reduction, upgrading of traditional birth attendants, 
combatting malnutrition, blindness and other poverty diseases, 
• preventing disease and death through improved sanitation and hygiene, 
and so on. To achieve these goals will require extraordinary 
management capabilities on the part of health system managers as well 
as extraordinary participation on the part of rural people in managing 
their own health care. 
Similarly, the livestock and fisheries sectors are important 
elements of the surviva~ strategies of the rural landless and 
nearlandless and have set ambitious targets for growth and performance 
over the ne~t plan period . 
The Programme will be unique in that its basic strategy for 
management development will emphasize field based action learning. An 
initial strategy will be development of field laboratories which will 
be used simultaneously to develop professional staff capacities and to 
define specific opportunities for effective contributions by the 
Programme in support of improved local level management capacillties. 
Courses, workshops, and other traditional learning methods will be 
used as adjuncts to field based learning and will be developed from 
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field experiences and will be offered only i~ response to recognized 
needs discovered in the fSeld. 
Unfortunately, the rr.ajority of Bangladesh's 106 million people 
st.ll remain untouched by the development s~rategies of the past two 
decades in health, l1vestock and fisher:es as well as in other fields. 
T~e Bangladesh exper1ence to date i~ many develo~~ent prog~ams has 
teen one cf frustration as delays and failu:es i~ implementation and 
failures in sustainability have often taken place . The gap between 
aspirations and performance seems ~o widen :ather than narrow. 
Ir.portant lessons from this experience have been learned , however. 
9 G~e is the need for greater and mo~e effective collaboration between 
government and private development agencies working in rural areas. 
Second is the need for an expanded cad:e of rural managers who combine 
t~e administrative skills, strategic s~ills, historical perspective, 
,·alue commitment, and respect for the kno..-ledge and abilities of the 
:ural poor to provide the institutional leadership which effective 
development activities require . The Programme here is des1gned to 
assist in developing managers with the requisite abilities. 
2 . THE PROGRAMME 
Since the Programme is intended to evolve through a field based 
learning process it will be flexible and ..-ill develop through 
experience. The Programme development strategy is action based 
throughout, with a major emphasis on field laboratories and the study 
and documentation of successful experience. The fo11ow1ng description 
of activities anticipated for the first three years is indicative of 
..-hat the Programme will include. 
Five integrated programme elements will be developed in logical 
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sequence. The five elements are 1) Research, Documentation and 
Learning Materials Development, 2) Exper imental Field Laboratories, 3 ) 
In-service Education, 4) Field Follow-up and Experience Sharing, and 
5) Consultative Services to Other Organisations. 
sy the end o~ the fi~st three years , it is eY.pected that eoch of 
these five prograr.. elel"lents ~o•ill be well establisht-d as permarent, ye::: 
continually evolvi ng COl111t'itments of the Programn.e. 
2.1 Pr ogramme Element One -- Research, Documentation and Lea rn ing 
Materials Development 
?!eld research , car~ful documentation of experiences in the 
design and imFlerrentation of program~es in the field, and ~se or 
researc h and documentaticn as bases for learning is the conte~t of 
this el ement. During the first three yt-ars o( research and 
docu~entati on activities, an initial effort will be n.ade to identify 
particularly successful examples of e(fective prograrr,mes and to 
identify and document the managerial and system factors that have lee 
to their success. The identi f ication will be accomplished by a simp:e 
survey of informed government and NGO personnel. Those examples so 
identlfied, whi ch investigation ptove to be particularly interesting, 
will be documented to determine exactly what management systems and 
talents were involved , what was being contributed by each party to tre 
effort, bow collaboration was initiated and carried out , and any 
special circumstances which might bt-ar on replicati on . These efforts 
will help to define proven potentials for e((ective management . 
Much o r the initial documentation activity will be concentrated 
i n experimental field laboratories in the health :;y.,tem [explained i-
the next section) to be followed by work on livestock and fisheries 
resource managel"lent . These activities will include analysis of the 
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resource management systems, and process documentation of field 
activities. 
Research and documentation efforts will be specifically directed 
to production of materials useful in courses anc workehops sponsored 
by the Programme . The findings from the documentation will be used as 
a oasis [Or workshop and course subject content, for case stu~ies to 
be used as primary teaching materials , and for d1rectlng further field 
study activities which the staEf of the Prosramme or those learning at 
the Programme will undertake. 
P~ important part of this element will also be the sea~ch for 
relevant management materials sro~ing out of experiences in other 
develop~g countries -- books, articles and cases -- -hich already 
exist. 1·1hen necessary they will be translated into Bengali. A 
library of materials , generated both from the Prograwme's own 
activities as well as from outside experiences ~ill be built. 
2 . 2 Programme &1ement 2 -- &xperimental Field Laboratories 
The field laboratory is the core o[ the learning process. The 
field labo ratori es will be local systems in which development 
programmes are being undertaken. In the selected laboratories the 
Prog~amme staff will participate ~ith government, NGOs and villagers 
in planning and implementing a programme . An important r ole of the 
Programme participants will be to carefully document management and 
field implementation processes and to feed back the obser\~tions for 
discussion by key participants to facilitate individual and Programme 
learning. 
~ln9 ~b~ !1~t ~~ ~~~~ of the Programme the health, fisheries 
and livestock work areas will provide the principal arena for the 
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effo r t, for instance, will provide many potential field laboratory 
s~tti::gs Lr. whictt villagers, sovetnm~nt health workers., and NGOs will 
be ccoperating . The h~alth syst~m is currently undertaking, in 
colla~oration with a number of NGOs, a nat ional programme designed to 
:mmur.ize by the year 1990 eve~y woman of childbearing age against 
tetar.us , and to immunize every infant and child in the co~ntry against 
the six main killer chilchood diseases . Th~ aim of the government 
health system is not only to successfully complete a one time 
imrnur.ization campaign but to design and implement a system to continue 
the ~~~unizations i n the villages on a regular , systewatic basis as 
new babies are born and new women reach child ~earing age. 
~o succeed in the irnmunizalion effort the health system will have 
to activate all of its levels, particularly those at the upazila and 
union levels who are the most remote from the Programme . Also 
required f or the success o f the Programme will be extraordinary 
understanding, collaboration and participation by village people. 
Several NCO's are assisting the government in this effort and 
have developed a wide variety of different strategies. For example, 
CARE has made plans to assist the government by providing technical 
assistance ana training in logistics and planning at nati onal , 
district and upazila levels. 
NGOs also have projects on fisheries and livestoc:ks, which are 
mainly implemented in cooperation with the Government livestock and 
fisheries department functionaries from the Opazila to the national 
level. Such projects ate mainly for the uplift of the rural poor. 
BRAC organized village groups have been operating many projects on 
fisher ies and livestock whete cooperation of the Government is very 
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crucia!. For instance many derelict ponds have been brought under 
fish cultivation, large scale poultry and livestock (cow rearing, 
vaccination , Jlledication and treiltrr,ent) !:chemes have been taken up at 
the village level . There are no~ 20-25 thousand village women in BF~.C 
areas, generating income thtough poultry rearing and vaccination 
programme. aut inspi te of all these projects it seems th<lt there is a 
lot to do in upqrading the management o f these progrilrr.mC/s ~hich "'ill 
definitely make the schenes and projects more efficient and effective . 
The above oifierent ~GO strategies on health, fisheries and 
livestock activities and other Lreas , as they are implerrented (and 
o:hers which may be discovered) will provice excellent learning 
laboratories . rn such situations , activities can be observed and 
documented with special attention to those activities which seem to 
lead to effective system actions . In the BRAC situation, in addition 
to general documentation of what is effective and what is not, several 
upazilas can be selected as more active experimental laboratories . 
In the laboratory upazilas various kinds o f implementation 
strategies will be tried and their successes and failures docu~ented . 
An iterative process o f implementation and self-assessment will take 
place . Attention will be given by the Centre staff during this 
process t o help participants (health , livestock and fisheries of fi ce rs 
at various levels, BRAC workers , and Villa9e Realth Committee 
leaders) to define relationshjps in support of both t~mporary and 
sustained collaboration . 
A series of diagnostic and planning ~emina!s and workshops will 
be held w1th health system officials based on the initial systems 
analysis and on the docunentation and case materials as they are 
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develcped. Different groupings or participants would be involved 
depending on the different Issues and concerns that arise. Out of 
t~ese act1vities various task force groups r-1ght be formed to further 
develop ane implement action plans. 
7o th~ extent that Government official s have found the 
cocu~entat!on and learning !tom the experimental Upazilas useful, they 
•ight be receptive to the idea of holding a ser1es of more intensive 
a~d c~mprehensive strategic planning workshops to examine weys of 
c~ilizing :he learning on activities in other Cpazilas and also, 
perhaps, to think about expanding the learning or the learning ~ethod 
to other activities of the health, fisheries and livestock management 
• systen. Out of the initial laboratory learning experiences it would 
be decided whether to expand to other intensive field sites. 
Two key questions will focus the Programme activities in the 
laboratory upazilas: 1) how can local cevelopment worke1 s and 
government officials structure their roles and activities ~itbi~ 
~~iztiD9 p;~~g~ ~2 L~~~~!~~ ~QDstrain~ to be ~ore productive and 
responsive to the needs of the poor, and 2) what are the Key needs and 
opportunities for xeori~Dt~ti~D ~! ~YQPorting p~~.i~~ PI~~~~~ 
AilS} ~slmiD.i.s.t.t.cii~.i: .ll:t:il.i:lll:i to allow and encourage significant 
improvements in the performance of such officials in support of local 
development based on equitable distribution or those services and 
benefits intended to reach all the people, not just the more powerful. 
Where work with regard to the first question reveals ptoven 
possibilities , attention will be given t o the use of the Progra~me 
resources to support the com~unication of these possibilities to other 
off i cia ls throughout the country and to stimulating the necessary 
motivation . This might be through assisting in the development of 
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epprorriate training modules and the training o! trainers Eor the 
:~cti~utions responsible for the career developrr~nt and training of 
~~ch officers (~here such inst1tut!ons exist} or it might provide the 
casis for courses to be offered by the ?togram~~ itcelf. 
:.3 Programme Element Three - In-Service Education 
Beginning in the later part of year one or earl] in 'lear two, 
special courses o( one to six ~eeks will be int:oduced to weet the 
reeds of managers Crom government and pr1vate vcluntary agencies . 
7hese courses will acquaint participants with t~e management concepts 
end methods ~hich have emerged as neeeing special attention, ~ill 
s~rengthen their management skills and the:r va:~e co~~itrnents, and 
~ill nelp build a basis for effective 1nter-age~cy cooperation. The 
targeting of these courses , as well as the defi~it!on of topics and 
cevelopment of teaching materials, wil: be dire=ted to specific needs 
identified in the experimental laboratories, anc detailed in the 
:esearch and documentation efforts. ~hey will ~e a primary instrument 
of the Programme for building a group of manage:s committed to 
achieving productive programmes . The first groups of managers will be 
from the health system and from NGO ' s wor k ing in health activities. 
The courses will be based on the management needs and problems 
identified in the immunization and other health programs. Subsequent 
groups will be from the livestock and fisheries systems and from NGOs 
working in these sectors. 
In the health system, alone, for example, there are over 100,000 
employees , including some 4,000 oCCicers having managerial 
responsibilities. Of these managers, ~pproxi~3tely 2,300 are at 
district and upazila levels . Almost ~11 a:e doctor3 with no 
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management trai:~ng. In :he 17 districts to be covered by BRAC's 
Child Survival ~:ogram there are approximately 200 health system 
manac;ers who wL.l be activel)' involved, many of whorr may be willing to 
participate in ~anagement development activities. Sir.ilarly, there are 
as many as 1,50: livestock and 900 fisheries officer:s working at 
dis tri c t and u~:zila lev~l. ~~ so , there are some 450 active NGO's now 
working in 8anc;:adesh. Of these over half are engaged in hea lth, 
fisheries and ::vestock activities. The leaders of many of these 
efforts are see~ing management assistance, also. To the extent that 
the health system learning laboratories, and the documentation of 
experiences in -=~bern, provides useful material f or management courses , 
courses will be offered •to help meet the need. 
I t is anti~ipated that the courses will incorporate a combination 
o f campus based and field approaches . For example, a six week's 
course might be given in three, two week modules so that the 
government off!cials and NGO workers could continue their regular 
woLk assignments between modules and also cottld begin to apply some of 
their learning in practical situations . Another model might be formal 
course work al;ernated with field assignments especially designed to 
apply methods and concepts learned in the classroom. The core idea is 
action learning. Course participants will be visited regularly in the 
field by the P:ograllUTle staff to appraise management progress and 
facilitate the application of learning to field situations. 
The course contents and learning materials used will be based on 
experiences fr om practical work in the field and will be largely based 
on cases devel~ped in the experimental laboratories . Relevant 
management literature and theoreti ca l construc ts and insights will be 
related to the field based ca!::es . T:he courses \Jill be intensive and 
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the participation and st~dy norms will be si~ilar to those pioneered 
~~ :he Harvard Universit} international reidd:e ~anager se~inars in 
~hich the rBnage rs ~ork in small tea~s to analyze difficult cases . 
Their schedule is demanding and rigorous, the learning is exceptional . 
Each yea r more course work will be offered and by year Cour, the 
flrst longer term post-g:~duate educational opportu nity ror young 
managers who are preparing themselves for career advancement jn NGOs 
or in government agencies may be offered. ~he structure and content 
of the courses in the "rwral tr•anager" programme •i l l be determined by 
the needs and opportunities identified during the first three years o f 
the Prograrrme . • 
Examples of subject areas that will be included are pla~ning with 
flexibility, financial ffianagement, effective supervision and 
motivation, project appraisal, rural structures and relationships, 
management of conflict, coalition building, rapid rural appraisal, 
participative decision mak1ng, performance and project evaluation, and 
monitoring . The length of the course will be from nine months to one 
year and will combine field and classroom learning . 
2.4 Programme Element 4 - Field Follow-up and Expe r ience Sharing 
The fourth programme element will be several activities which 
might be referred to as field follow-up and experience sharing. By 
the third year a Newsletter will be initiated, which will serve as 
vehicle for follow-up with those who have attended workshops and 
courses and for the sharing of experience among development managers 
throughout various parts of the country . It will be targeted 
primarily to public and private agencies at district and local upazil a 
levels, but will be distributed throughout Bangladesh to interested 
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persons working at central and intermediate levels as well. It will 
provide broad dissemination of experiences learned in the 
laboratories, courses and related research. Development and 
application of improved management systems suitable to local 
administration will be documented in simple fashion to support easy 
replication. The Newsletter, will be published in ~engali and, if 
sufficient demand is indicated, in English. 
The Programme faculty will also do personal follow-up activ1ties 
with NGO and government managers who have worked together in the 
learning laboratories or who have attended workshops, courses or other 
Centre learning programmes. Follow-up will be done by personal 
v1s1tation to work s~ttings , and by small field based follow-up 
sessions of managers from neighboring areas. 
2 .5 Programme Element 5 - Consultative Services to other Organizations 
Beginning and the end of year three, and drawing on experie~ce in 
the field laboratories, supporting consultative and po&&ibly fie:d 
train1ng MSsistance wi ll be offered to other Organizations who a:e 
engaged in development activities in health, livestock, fisheries and 
other sectors . Eelp will be offered to them to develo~ lhe mana;ement 
policies, pcocedures, and staff capabilities to woe~ e:fectively. The 
services will be ~ade available seleccively (within re3ource 
constraints) . 
s~ch consul:ative services coula cake several fer==• for example, 
1) or<;;anization development consultation in which a Pr:)graml!'e fo!::ulty 
membe: works in,ensiv~y in an organization for a shoe: period one to 
three ~onths) fe~din<;; back to the organization his or ~er 
observations, Z) a multi-component set of activities i~ which various 
related organiza:ions working on community problems would hold :oint 
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planning ~eetings or work~hops, or training sessions ~i th the help of 
~he Programme person, or 3) system analysiE in which the Programme 
person would assist the oro;ani zations ir. analyzing their own systems 
and ~he inter relationships among related systems. 
3 . DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ACTIVITIES BY YEARS 
The plan fo• the development of the Programrre is to begin small, 
the faculty in residence the first year will be five persons , and an 
additional two persons will be in management studies programmes outside 
of Bangladesh . The faculty in residence will be supported by research 
assistants and administrative staff. They "'ill be housed in tented 
facilities for the first year while perman~nt facilities are being 
constructed. The first year 's concentration will be on sett.:.ng up 
learning laboratories, pursuing field activities, developing cases and 
other l earning materials, and beginning the building of a reference 
library of relevant management materials. 
In the second year additional faculty and supportive staff will 
be added to make a strength of seven professionals in residence and 
three additional persons in study programmes. The activities will be 
a continuation of the first year but additional short courses, 
workshops, and seminars will be added . 
By the third year it is hoped that ten professional staff will be 
in residence. ~ctivities will be expanded to additional learning 
laboratories, more workshop and course offerings and to first 
publication of the Programme Newsletter considered essential to 
facilitate a continuing relationship with part1cipants and for sharing 
successful field experiences. By the end of this year a careful 
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evaluation of the progress mad e by the Programme in its first three 
years will be undertaken jointly with the donor agencies. 
The following is a summary t abl e of the activities planned for 
each or the first t hree ye3rs . The description given above and this 
summary are pcesented with the realizati on that since the undergirding 
philosophy and method of the Programme is experience based learning , the 
plan is not intended as a blueprint but is indicative o f what is 
intended . 
3.1 Year One (Faculty in residence: 5 professionals . At least two 
additional persons will be assigned in educational processes 
preparatory to becoming faculty members) . 
A. Two to three upazi l as will be selected as " laboratory 
upazilas" . The emphasis f oe research and documentation ln 
these upazilas will be on the health , :isheries and livestock 
management systems . 
B . Cases from the laboratory opazilas will be developed as 
• learning materials . 
C. Other learning n1ater ials bas~d on the documentation from the 
l abora tories will be developed . 
D. By the middle o E the year tre first workshops and seminal"s 
to feed back and discuss the process d~cumentation ( rom the 
laborato r:; upazi las . ,ill be held . By ~he lo:cter part or the 
year course modules •.thich ar~ responsi·1e to .,eeds which 
appear in the field ~ill be developed . 
E. Two to three ccurses ~ill ce offered to di~trict and upaz!la 
health , fisheries and li~estock managers and to health, 
fisheries ~ l ivestock ma~agers from selected NGOs . 
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F . During the year facu:ty development activities will be 
emphasized . 
G . A management library "'il .:. be estal:lished and first 
acquisitions made . 
3.2 Year Two (7 faculty in residence and 3 additional persons 
involved in preparatory educational processes). 
A. Conti nu ing work in the health system with system research 
and process documentation . 
B. Further development of cases and othe~ learning materials . 
C . ~qorkshops, seminars and short courses offered in response ::o 
health, fisheries & livestock system needs. 
D. Faculty development wi l: continue . 
3 . 3 Year Three (10 Staff P:ofessionals i~ residence) . 
A. Learning laboratories :~ other se~to:s will be identified 
and documentation work begun . 
B. Cases and other materia.:.s develo~~en:: will continue . 
C. liorkshops , seminars, a~d courses of ·;ariou~ :engths a:-d 
subjects will be offered in resp~nses to ce~ancis f~om the field. 
D. Newsl~tt er will be 1ni::ated . 
E. Field followup of ~art:cipants ~egin~ . 
F . Continui ng faculty develop~ent . 
G. First maJor review of :he ?rogce~me ~onducteG joint:: by =~e 
donor a gene i es and BP~.C. 
4 . PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPM;~T AND ISSTITOTIONAL COLTORE 
It is important that the P~~grazme ee~el~ps and ~-stains ~ un!~Je 
institut i onal culture consi3ten~ with Lts pur?oses . The p:ofession=: 
staff will inevitably be t~e pc~~ary conveyors of thiE cu:ture . T~.s 
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makes their selection and induction into the Programme par t icularly 
important . They must exhibit uncommon competence in t heir fields, 
discipline in their work habits, and co~itment to the creation of a 
just and more prosperous Bangladesh, based on local self-reliance and 
em[>owerment . Furthermore they must be willing to dedicate themselves 
fully to the work o f the Programme. To avoid the distractions of 
ou t side consUlting, salary levels must be adequate to compensate foe 
the loss of external consulting and to attract top quality peo[>le, 
yet not so high as to attract those only interested in maximizing 
income . 
The educational programmes of the Programme will be designed to 
insti l l a strong work discipline among participants and will demand 
the same of the [>tOfessiooal staff . The use o f participa t ory learoin; 
methods will cleac~y distinguish the courses from those of the 
u.nivecsities witil which most of its students will have been 
acquainted . 
£a~ly orientation and development of professional staff will be 
given careful attention . Those who come without formal management 
education will be sent abroad for appropriate periods to intensive 
courses of known international stature such as tbose offered by th~ 
Indian Institute o f Management at Ahmedabad, and the Asian :nstitute 
of Management in the Philllpines, where they will be exposed t o 
managenent and at least partially co some oE the learning ~ethods 
which will be used by the Programme . 
Professiona l staff without prior experience in community level 
intervention will be provided with initial field experience in BRAC 
projects . All will be engaged in field work and analysis in the 
Programe ' s field laboratories . 
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5. TBE ONIQOE NATORE OF TBE PROPOSED PROGRAMME 
Tb.e 2I9S..[l!~ liill b..e il s.l.ell.el.QIWl.eD.t iD.S.ti.t.l.!~ll ..tU.bli .t.billl g 
~9LY~D.ti2D~l ~&Rs.l..em~ in~i~.ti9D· Conventional academic institutions 
commonly exi s t as encl.:oves "ithin which indivioua l faculty members 
pursue their individual teaching and research interests, and 
individual students pursue educo.ti on leading to formal credentia ls . 
Their governance and management structures are primarily intended to 
insure the autonomy of the individual faculty member , control access 
to faculty membership, and set quality standards for acquiring 
credentials . The Programme for Development of Rural Managers will not 
be an academic i~stituti~n in this sense . Rather it is a development 
centre which seeks to achieve intentional beneficial changes in its 
environment. The govtrnance and ~anagement structures must support 
effective team .. ·ork in pursuit of well defined goals through a mutually 
accepted strategy. 
Tb.e ~~BiilE~.e ~ill b..e g..egi&il.t..e2 12 20 il&1i 2D bil.S..e~ 2..eY..e12PID..ell1 
.s.t.ra.t..esy . While the Programme will learn from whatever individuals 
and institutions have knowledge and experience relevant to its 
purposes, it does not exist to transfer pre-packaged knowledge to 
Bangladesh from external sources . It will be deeply grounded in 
Bangladesh experience and aspirations . Its primary means for 
developing its own competence will be through engaging its faculty as 
active participants i n social learning processes grounded in the rural 
reality of Bangladesh . Foreign management training will be used 
sparingly and selectively, as a supplement to, rather than a 
substitute Cor, such participation. 
Tb.e l?.rsLSUIDmf liill ~ .ll .liQ.t.liJ. s:mnm.il.m.en1 . The Progt amme ~t.•ill 
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exi~7 to benefit people and the achievement of it s purposes ~ill 
depe~d on the skills and creativity of the professional sta(f who 
foe~~ their attention on institutions , institutional capacities and 
~omritted individuals . Its aim will be t ~ facilitate institution 
~ased le3rnir.~ processes through which Ban~ladesh can create 
ins:itutional settings and management a~tions appropriate to the 
rea:ity and aspirations of rural people. 
6 k~.:: ll.;;.ii.t~.:: Sl! .t.b.e fi~.snmm.e l:l.i.ll b.e ~.a9il .Qll.i.lilin~ The 
inservice edu:::atlonal programme and the E:::llowup and advisory 
act~vities will be designed to build concentrations of committed 
man:a.gers in .:-ertain agencies and programr,~es sufficient to support 
lea=ning based institutional change processes. Intensive and 
sus::ained fo:low-up of piJrticipants wi1~ :>e providea . 'rlle t;ews1etter, 
~ou:nal and ~pecial follow-up visitations and seminars will be 
irn~~rtant ve~icles to serve this end . 
fir:.!Uns ;n,o,g~.l~ ! J;U .tb.e .?.::.29.nllrlll~ i .li ~il!ls:JJlL There are a sma :J 
nu~~er of m~~agement institutes in the ttird world which ha7e 
unc2rtaken t~ adcress the spe~ial needs ~f rural develop~ent managers. 
The methods 3nd approaches they have developed are s t ill highly 
ex;eri~enta:. The Programne being propcsed he~e appears to be the 
fi·3t t ~ be 5es1~neo as a resource ins t i:J te directed specifica:ly and 
ex::usi~e11 ~o t~e unique needs of rura: development pr;gra~=es ~hich 
se~k tc empc~er the rural poor to take a~ active pa~t in their own 
uf.:ift:o.;;;nt. !t ~· ill be the flrst to han• a staff and progr<~mme 
st:ateg:,• based on social lear01ing conce;:;:s . 
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6 . MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING PLAN 
The Prograrrme wtll have a professional staff supported by an 
adlnlstrative and services staff . The professional staff w1 ll include 
the Programme Director, fe~culty, research assistants, librar1an and 
translators. Trans.lators ate requl red because almost all materials to 
be used with participants must be in Bengali . In order to provide 
trainees access to case or other materials from other developing 
countries or aspects of management literature published in other 
countries, translations into Bengali will be required. Research 
assistants ~o·ho will work •ith faculty members in the field 
laboratories are needed to assist ~oith process documen tati on, and case 
fact gathering . 
The professional staff and Programme activities will be supported 
by an administrative officer, clerical assistants, accountants and a 
small services staff of d:ivers , couriers and messengers . As 
activities of the Progra~r.e grow (seninars, workshops, and courses) 
• the administrative and ma~ntenance staff wil! be increased. ey the 
second year when the Programme's residential facilities are completec 
ond the professional staff and the Programme activities have enlarged, 
the requirement for administrative and service staff will ~row 
concomitantly . 
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The following cha•t outlines personnel requirements over the 
three years: 
3 Year 
ru .s.2nn.!::l s.t..a.f! : 
Programme Director 
E'acu].ty 
Research Assistants 
Librarian 
Translators 
MmiDj~liAt~ S.t.st!.f: 
Admin1stratoc 
Accountant 
Accounts Assistants 
Secreta des 
Typists 
PBX Operator 
Logistics Officer 
Duplicating wo rkers 
~stl~stn~ s~~Yl~g s.t.~.f.f: 
~ 
Maintenance E~gineer 
Cleanecs,Malis,Couciers 
Guards (watchmen) 
Cooks and Helpers 
Ivai t ers 
Drivers 
Canteen l·lanager 
Canteen Clerk 
Peo ns 
Total: 
Personnel 
:i~iU .l 
1 
7 
5 
1 
1 
15 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
l 
10 
3 
2 
2 
5 
2 
14 
39 
--
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Chart 
~jll .2 l'H.L .J 
1 1 
10 10 
10 10 
1 l 
2 2 
24 24 
1 1 
l 1 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
1 
1 1 
2 2 
l3 14 
1 
3 10 
2 4 
2 4 
... 
£ 
6 8 
1 
1 
2 3 
15 34 
52 72 
--
;::: ;:; 
7. CONSOLTATIVE G~OO~ 
The Programme will establish a consultative group made up of 
carefully selected national and international experts on various 
aspects of management and management education. Experts with 
experience in management, and ln building learning institutions in the 
third world will be selected . The group will be small , 5 to 7 
persons, and each individual will be of high caliber and inte rnational 
reputation . The purpose o f the group will be to advise the Programme 
at crucial stages of its development and to review its activities. 
Members will visit the Programme at least twice annually the first two 
years , and once annually therea fter to observe developments and join 
with the director and professional staff in evaluation and forward 
planning . 
8. EVALUATION 
Since the Programme ' s philosophy and operation will be grounded 
in the learning theor::· approach, continuous self evalua:ion of all ,. 
ac tivities will be the norm . Internal evaluation will be an ongoing 
process conduc t ed through staff meetings, participant discussions, 
regular doc~mentati on of field activities, and participants 
evaluat1 ons at the conclusion o f every semlnar , ~orkshop, and course . 
A major ~xterna: evaluati on, conducted jointly b1 the donors and 
BRAC , will ce neld at the end o f the third year . Annual evaluations 
will be done by the Research and Evaluation Division of BRAC. 
9. FACILITIES 
During the Clrst year , the Centre will be housed in rented 
facilities in Dhaka . Spaces for off ices, library, seminar~, workshops 
and courses will be rented on a temporary basis while facilities are 
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beihg constructed. One facility will be built in Dhaka. ~ field 
facility will be built outside Dhaka. 
The facilities will provide accommodations for 30 participants in 
field and will include seminar rooms, class rooms, an executive 
development centre, library, common rooms, dining hall, canteen, 
garages, and offices. In order to attract government managers, the 
standard of facilities will be high. Thirty small, but adequate, 
private rooms will be provided for participants. 
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VI. VULNERABLE CROUP DEVELOPKENT PROGRAMME 
ln.t.t.2!.Ul&:t.i.Qn 
Large number s of rural people receiving a better quality o[ 
service and, in a shorter space of time, through a joint effort of 
BRAC and government departments in implementing large scale sectoral 
programmes in critical areas such as hea lth, employment and income 
generation; and, as a result of experience gained in such cooperation, 
future government programmes designed and implemented to better serve 
the needs of SRAC's own target group, the land~ess poor. 
Poverty in Bangladesh is so pervasive and its consequences , so 
devastating that early and massive action is required on the broadest 
fr ont possible . There is a need for ~l organizations -governmental, 
non- governmental and private to be brought together in an attack on 
poverty and for the positive experience of each to be made readily 
available to othe=s . 3RAC has achieved a fair measure of success in 
its programme specific3lly targeted to the landless. Much has been 
learned about how to conscientise, organize , train, extend ~redit to, 
and raise the incomes of members of th is group . ERAC , recognizing the 
resource and other constraints to NGO action on a wtde scale, has 
begun to sha=e t his exper:ence through cooperation with government 
depar~ents in inplementing their programmes. Such cooper~tive 
prograrrrnes ~ o be implemen:ed in 1389-' 91 form part of this 
presentati on: VJlner~ble Group Development Programme. It is expected 
that the women by engaging in ?oultry and Livestock Programme will be 
able to earn an inco~e eq~a~ to the cost of the wheat received as 
month:y rat !on . 
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Poultry and Livestock Programme 
Objective(s) 
1 . Cre~ting inco~e earning opportunities 1n household poultry 
raising for 84,840 poor women between 1989 and 1991. 
2. Belping prepare GovernmenL Departments of Relief and 
Rehabilitation and Livestock for the effcient utilization of food 
aid and the provision of associated services and facilities in 
i~proving the lot of the poorest of the rural poor, the landless 
and, in particular , the women members of the group. 
Background and Just ification 
For some years the government has implemented a multi-donor food 
aid programll'e , the Vulnerable Group Development Programme (VGD), foe 
destitute women . Each woman eligible to participate In the programme 
is entitled to a monthly ration of 31 . 25 kg of wheat. The intention 
that this ration should be u~ed to help create self-reliance for the 
wopen was only partially realized due to the lack of re:evant 
It 
government experience and needed compleetenta ry resources. lvomen did 
eat better during the two years period when food aid was received but, 
were little better prepared for meeting future food needs. 
Tn 1985, the BRAC Integ~ated Develot:ment Programme In ~lanil<ganj, 
sensing the possibilities of u~ing the (VGO) wheat ration in a 
programme to improve Lhe let of the women, entered into a cooperative 
arrangenent ~ith the gover~nent implementing age~cy, the Directorate 
of Relief and Rehabilitation (ORR). The wheat ra:lon -as used as an 
incenti·1e to :t~otivate wonen to undergo skills training in embroidery, 
seri-culture, vegetable gardening and poultry rearing, along with 
literacy, health and nutrition education. Women did acquire skills 
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and did put them to work in earning some income . rt soon became 
apparent, however, that training in itself was not sufficient to make 
a significant difference in the lives of the women. Out of this 
realization came the BRAC designed programme for lncome Generation for 
(VGD) Women, focusing exclusively on poultry rearing and involving a 
cooperative effort of ORR, the Department of Livestock (DOL) and BRAC. 
The programme initiated in August 1987 will, by the end of 1988, have 
enabled 30,000 women to earn income from participating, in one way or 
another in poultry raising. The three parties involved are so 
satisfied with results to date that an expansion of the programme is 
planned for the period 1989-'91. What is expected to be achieved, the 
activities to be undertaken, the targets, inputs and budgetary 
requirements and the mode of cooperation between the three parties are 
the subJects of the activities section which follows. 
Activities 
DEL~ , DOL, and BRAC will join forces in implementing an 18-rncnth 
• 
cycle programme to train and other-wise support VGD women in 
developing household poultry enterprises intended to generate 
susta1nable monthly income, roughly equivalent in value to the 31.25 
kg ~he3t ration . In the process, the three co-sponsors will learn 
from each other nuch that can strengthen their future progra~rnes, 
whethe~ indepo:nuently o: cooperatively impler.1ented, to better se:ve 
the needs of the poor and , especially women. 
~he components of the programme ace: training; distribut1on of 
eggs, ch~cks and cocks of productive breeds; supply of vaccine and 
disease pceventi~n and con trol; savings and credit; and, follow-~p 
support . 
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l'.r~.i.oing will prepare the women t o earn income through 
involvement in one or several aspects of poultry rearing: (1) as a 
poultry worker cum vaccinator, deriving income of approximately Tk.l50 
per month from fees charged other village women for innoculation 
services; (2) as a key rearer and l<eeper of a flock of at least nine 
hens and one cock, p~oviding an income potential of Tk. 150 per month; 
and, depending on subsequent success and experience, (3) as a model 
rearec operating a mini-farm of 20-30 hens and three cocks with a 
monthly income potential of Tk. 150; oc (4) as a chick rearer raising 
200 day old chicks to two months of age and selling them t o realise 
Tk. 400 of income pee month . 
Selection, and methods of training for the various types of 
involvement ace as follows: 
l. Poul try wockers ~urn vaccinators- at least one wo~a n (or mo re, 
depending on nunber of poultry rearersl is selected fr om each 
village to undergo six days of training by a Doct or of Veterina~y 
Medicine (OVM) to learn innoculation/vacc:.nat.!ort ;:: coceduces, 
other aspects of disease prevention and control and, husbandry 
practices and, subsequently , to receive one day of refresher 
t:aining each month for the twc year duration of the progcan~e. 
2 . K;;,y reacer every woman, participating ir. the progra~~e, not 
trained as a poultry worker cum vaccinator is tra ined, initially , 
as a key rearer in on~ of two ways - (a) as one ot 10 ;::ecsons 
selected from each village, as the first to rece:~e tr3ini~g ar.d 
become a promotor and demonstrator, for three days of tra i ning by 
the D'JH in scientific pouttry husbandry practices for successful 
poultry rearing or , (b) for all others, tralnlng i n the villages 
in groups of 25 by the Programme Organizers (POs) giv:ng t~ree 
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days of training and three days of field work in sequence; and, 
subsequently, all key rearers receive one day of refresher 
training every two months for the two year duration of the 
programme. 
3. l1odel rearers are selected, successful key rearers, given [i,e 
days of specialized training by a DVH or senior PO and, 
subsequently given one day of refresher training every three 
months. 
4. Chick rearers are selected, successful key rearecs , given lC day~ 
of specialized training by a DVM, including classroom instructio-
and work in a chick rearing unit and, subsequently, given two 
days of refresher training every three months. 
tt is considered desirable that ~QQY~~ ~~~ 2! ~2~liL~ be 
used Ln the programme and that their introductio~ be through sup~~y o= 
eggs, chicks or , of cocks to upgrade local breeds . DOL supplies ~he 
chicks or cocks free of charge. 
Priority attention is given to Qi~~~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~t~~ • 
DOL ptovides the vaccines free of chatge. The t:ained poultry wc=kers 
cum vaccinators, who ace not paid a salary, do t~e vaccir.ations a=d 
collect a fee of Tk. 0.15 to 0.25 per bird . Vac=ines ace distcit-ted 
to the workers ir each vil!age once a month to ~~sure a regu:3r 
programme of vaccina~!on. 
11 ~i:!liD9J> ~125:!D:!li has been introduced int::. the pr ... gra-me , 
reflecting BRAC's phi:csophy of mobilizing, and prov~dir.g tr3inir.~ ir. 
use of individua l and local resources as preparat!or. foe use of 
external credits . Savings are deposited in a lccal oank with each 
(VGD) member given a ?ilSS book . Withdrawals may be ~ade only foe 
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investment in the poultry enterprise. Unfortunately , tbe average 20 
taka per month savings of the wome.n arE' inadequate for investment in a 
poultry enterprise of sufficient scope to efficiently utilizE' their 
skills and experience in producing the desired level of income . Lack 
of credit has emerged as a major obstacle to achievement of the income 
objective established for the programme. It is anticipated that a 
government loan fund, to be operated on the basis of BRAC experience, 
will become available and resolve this problem in the 1989-'91 
programme period. 
To ensure that what is initiated in the two year programme cycle 
is continued , emphasis is placed on development of DOL and ORR 
capacities to~~-~~ ~tb D~~ramme partic!pants. Among the nany 
indicators of satisfactory p~ogress to be monitored regularly are 
sanitary conditions and health of birds, proper feeding, maintenance 
of the required flock size and productive breeds and, acbievemen~ of 
target income. Where problems are found, DOL and ORR will ?tovice t~e 
services and facilities for their correction. 
The respective responsibilities of ORR, QOL <!nd BRAC i:-
cooperative implemencation of the ?rogra~me are summarized ~low: 
Livestock 
Depart:nent 
BRAC 
Training -Motivation 
Sup~ly of vacci- Organization 
nes and veter-
inary medicines - Training 
~elief and Reoabili(atic~ 
Departl1'ent 
- Selecticn of VGU 
participants 
- Wheat distri~utic~ 
- Supervision 
- Supply of eggs, -Delivery of inputs 
cocks and chicks Fcllow-~p 
- Savings and credit 
- Supervis1on 
- Supervision 
- Follow-up 
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BRAC staff required to discharge its responsibilitie 
programme consist of a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM 
two Proglumme Organizers (POs), t o be assigned to each upazila . 
Coordination between the three cooperating parties is assured 
thlOUgh: 
(1) Nonthly meetings o( upazila level coordination committees , 
chaired by the Opazi1a Livestock Officer. 
(2) Quarterly meetings of the District Coordination Committee, 
chaired by the Deputy Commissioner. 
(3) Ad-hoc meetings between BRAC and ministcy(ies) staff as required. 
The target for expansion of the two-year cycle programme i~ the 
1989-'91 period is for coverage of 65 upazilas on a phased basis 
with the programme initiated i n 10 additional upazilas in 1989, 
32 in 1990, 36 in 1991. ;~hat this expansi on means in terms of 
nu~bers of women involved in various capacities is given in 
Table-4 . 
TABLE 4 : Ex?ansicn plan in terms of nu~becs of key rearers, po~ltcy 
worke~s and chLck ce3cecs, by years and in total, 1989-'9l 
Years of 18 Key rearers Poultry wcc](er5 Chick rearers ':'otal 
months cycle 
------------
----------
--------------- -------------
-----
1989 11 , 500 2,50C 100 1-1,100 
1990 49,500 5,500 25 0 55,250 
1991 30,500 2,50C 200 33,200 
Total 91,500 10,500 sse D2,50C 
Inputs and Budgetary ~equirements 
BRAC participation in th1s pcogra~~e in 1989-91 will require 
proCessional staff as indicated below: 
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lllla 
19l:l9 
1990 
1991 
.OYV~S 
32 
36 
36 
l'Q~.S 
54 
72 
72 
b~~QlJNl'MLS 
32 
36 
36 
SERVICE S.l'bl'f 
32 
36 
36 
Livestock Development Programme 
It is proposed that BRAC will cooperate with government in 
implementing a livestock programme, roughly similar to the poultry 
programme. lvhile details remain to be worked out, the main components 
o~ the proposed programme would likely be:(l) training of cadres as 
village based veterinary workers (VVW) and as ward-based rural 
veterinary workers (RV\~); {2) training of cattle rearers; and (3) 
organizing supporting vaccination, artificial insemination and credic 
services . 
This programme is to be initiatec after further experience is 
acquired in implementing the poultry ?rogramme. audge:ary provision 
is not included in the presentation of the Progra~me of Work and 
Budget for 1989-91. 
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Vli . CENTRAL SOPPOR'!' SERVICES 
Success~ul implementation of :ield acti~it!ez requires, in 
addition to a qualified and dedica~ed f:eld staff, ef:ective cer.tral 
leadership, policy direction, and admin!stra~ive serv:ces along with 
easily accessib:e and timely :echn:cal ~uppc=t, continuously adjusted 
to meet the changing needs of field act:on. Technica: support 
services based at Headquarters (or in t ~e c~se o: training, in 
regions) are those that cannot be deve:opec ecor;cmically and at the 
desired level of quality at each and eve=y field locat:ion . Currently 
such services a=e provided by Headquarters units or ~rogrammes as 
follows : T:aining and Research Centres (TA.~Cil' s); the Research and 
Evaluation :Jivision (RED); and the Rura: En::erprises Project (REP) . 
Following consideration of the overall o rganizationa: structure and 
management system , each of these are the suojects of treatment i n 
succeeding sections of this presentaticn. 
1 . Organization and Management 
The organization and management scheme for the Ru ral Development 
Programme needs to be seen in the context of the scheme for managing 
BRAC programmes and functions as a who:e . BRAC's organizational 
structure as of mid - 1988 (and expected to be ret ained as 
implementation of the 1989-'91 programme begins) is given in tabular 
I o rm in Annex I and, as an organogram in Annexes II and III . All 
in all, the structure and management syste~ are non-bureaucratic in 
characte r. A General Body and a Govern:ng Sody exist but, in practice, 
their functions are large~y delegated ~o the Executive Director, whom 
the latter appoint . The Executive Director is thus the policy and 
management decision maker . Senior staff members, bearing titles such 
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as coordinator, d irector, ~anager , leade~ (depending upon grade) are 
i n charge of programme~, projects or functions and report directly to 
the Executive Director. Each has a very small number o f professional 
support~ng staff . The total at Headquarters is only 100. 
An organogram , attached as Annex IV, gives the Headquarters to 
village level scheme and the staff involved-in implementing the Rural 
Development Programme. A Programme Coordinator, reporting to the 
Executive Director, is in charge . He is assisted currently by four 
Regional Managers stationed at Headquarters. With the expansion o f 
the programne proposed for 1989-'91, the number of Regional ~tanagers 
will be increased to 6 and th£.>4· will be posted to selected field 
locations. Each Regional ~:anager will be in charge of 10 ER.AC Area 
Offices, the unit directly responsible for work in the vi llages. An 
l'.rea Office will be headed by a ~lanager, assisted by three Programme 
Organisers (POs} with general responsibilities. An additional 
Programme Organiser is specifically assigned to the Non-Formal Primary 
Education activity. Programme Oganisers in turn, are assisted by 
Palli Sheboks/Shebikas assigned to each Area Office. These are 
locally recruited with the expectation that they will remain in the 
villages to support the Village Organizations after the average three 
year period of BRAC Area Office support ends. While BRAC will pay the 
salaries for an initial period of three years, the idea is for a 
federation of Village Organizations, formerly served by a BRAC Area 
Office, to take over at the end or that period. 
As will have been surmised from the above account, BRAC's 
administr~tive structure ends with the Area Office . Each Office is 
responsible for approximately 50 villages, in each of which two 
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v!:Jag~ Grga~izat!~ns , one for men and one r ot wc,en may be created. 
I: IE ~r c:ea:ion of t!.e Village Organizations - and the c:edit, 
tudnirg, r€cE?\HCR nobilizatiun and o~lle· acti\·i: !es ... ·hich are 
C:~·;~loped ato;:Jnd :.hem - that B?AC makes its basic contribution to 
lr~ r oving the lot af ~he landless . The pcacesses have bee~ descri~e~ 
Genera~ ion . 
2 . RESEARCB AND EVALUATION DIVISION (RED) 
Objective 
Tinely :::ovision t•f the objective data ana analytica: info"''a:!on 
base fcc rr.anc:gell'ent c1ecisions on ptogramme conte:-t , design and 
w 
rodali:ies ~; i~lemeotat~on needed to ensu:e maAimur impa~t and 
.:-f!'iciency :r. improving levels of living of ·cbe :andless . 
Background and Justification 
The ReEearch and Evaluation Division (RED) , i ni tialed In 1975 as 
a single emp:oyee service unit, has grown ~nto a competen: , 
p1:ofessional research and evaluation di\·isicn. CiJrce.nr. st:aff 
comprises 13 professionals , including three Ph.Ds, and 10 tabulators 
at the Bead ~ffice and 50 field based research inve&tigatots . 
The need for a research facility in BRhC derives frorr its very 
nature as an expanding and i nn ovative organisation . Reso~rce 
limitations demand that a continuing search be mounted for mere 
effec~~ve and less costly ways to achieve the desiteo expansic>n . New 
approaches .and new techniques must be conceptualized, apj;'lied in the 
field, ana·r::ed and naoclified Cor wider app:!.icat!on . RED has 
demonscrateo its capacity to meet tnese need s through unde1 ta\ting (ive 
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(1) Ba3eline/bench mark surveys -Information is collected from a 
particular area, before BRAC intervenes, on the pre-programme 
situation against which progress in subsequent implementation can 
be measured. 
(2) Monitoring studies - On-going programmes are kept under 
conti nuous review with the aim of providing management the 
information needed to make timely adjustment in any actions not 
proceeding according to plan . 
(3) Diagnostic studies - address particular problems identified in 
progra~me implementation, seek to ascertain causes and suggest 
solutions . 
(4) !~pact-evaluation studies - analyse and assess the outcome of an 
intervention at a specified time(s) following completion of 
implementation . 
(5) Policy oriented studies- Particular situations ace analysed fc~~ 
a management point of view to ascertain the extent to which 
~ 
polices are being implement~d and the extent their impact is as 
expected . 
By the end of 19S7 RED had prepared a toral of 136 reports and :c 
studies were on-going . What is proposed for 1989-'91 is the subjec: 
of the activities section which follows. 
Activities 
R~D activities in 1989-'91 will consist of studies o: the ~ypes 
just described but, with a particular focus or. three areas: 
(1) I~plementation strategies : Studies will be initiated to assess 
the results of Lmplementing lhe new s t rategy of phasing out BRAC 
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Are~ Offices after approximately th ree yea rs of support in a 
given area. This will involve development of a systematic 
approach to monitoring the Rural Development Programme. rn 
add~tion, just how well the empowerment and institution building 
proc esses are working in practice will be the sUbject of special 
study . 
(2) The components of RD~ : Tentative plans foe diagnostic studies are 
t o give prior ity to c redit, educat ion, poultry and livestock and 
irrigation. Since, however, RED is a support service , these 
plans can change as management perceives ~he need foe st udy(ies) 
in particular areas. 
(J) rmpact on the poor: Di f£erent economic schemes, proposed or under 
implementation, will be analyzed to determine th e ir present, oc 
li kely impact on the poor . In addition , the institutional 
arrangements for implementing such schemes will be the subject of 
study as regards the i r ef{ectlveness f or the target group . 
3 . RURAL ENTERPRrSE PROJECT (REP) 
This project is not formallly a part o f the Rural Develop~ent 
Programme described in this presentati on . It ' s importance .!;or the 
long ~un success of the p r ogr amme is such however, as to werit a brief 
description . 
Objective(sl 
l . To i nc rease the long ter~ employment and income generation 
prospects of landless individuals and groups . 
2 . To upgrade e:<isting technology an.d introduce new tecbnolc<;;y in 
(dtm and non-far~ enterprises appropriate for owner ship and 
operation by the landless poor. 
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3. To increase the productivity and management efficiency of new and 
existing enterprise. 
Background and Justification 
Over 50% of the people in Bangladesh are landless and have 
negligible alternative income earning opportunities. The present and 
evolving employment situation is such that there are few productive 
employment opportunities for either the present or prospective rural 
labor force. REP is an endeavour on the part of BRAC to experiment 
with various types of rural enterprises and transfer the successful 
ones to the target group, the landless. Enterprises may be totally 
new to an area, new to a group or may be simply technologically 
upgraded traditional enterprises. REP goes to great length to 
determine market potential, group capabilities, financial requirements 
and appropriateness of technology before recommending an enterprise to 
a gro~p. Risky, new or technologically upgraded projects are financed 
by REP's p!lot project funds. Enterprises are considered appropriate 
for implementation by the rural poor, only when profitability has been 
demonstrated in REP pilot operations. 
Activities 
The activities carried out by REP inc~ude: 
(1) Upgrading traditional enterprises in terms of technology, 
management, marketing or accounting systems. 
(2) Introducing technology and enterprises totally new to an area. 
(3) Providing trair.ins in the various aspects of introducing new or 
impro'led technology. 
( 4) Conduct1n9 feasibil1ty studies prior to undertaking pilot 
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enterprises. Market potential, group capabilities and 
determination of appropriate technology are elements of the 
feasibility studies. 
(5) Conducting demonstrations for village groups when REP c~nsiders 
an enterprise or technology to be ready for field appl i .:at i on . 
(6) Monitoring and evaluation are key features of REP opera::ions. 
All REl''s projects ace closely monitored and evaluated 3nd 
correcti ve measures are taken to deal with deviations from plans 
and targets. 
Management Structure and Staffing 
REP is headed by a Project Manager who reports to the ~ecucive 
Director of BRAC. During the first three years of the project 
operation, an expatriate adviser assisted with organising t~e wo::-k a~d 
initiating the first set of enterprises. The presecnt suppo::-t staff 
includes two economists, one for agricult~re and one for in~ust~y, 
three senior and four junior Programme Officers to assist i~ var!ous 
technical areas. 
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Vlri. DIRECTIONS FOR TBE FUTURE 
BRAC is an innovative organization in const~nt search of ways ~o 
achieve greater effectiveness and efficiency in serving the neecs of 
its target group, the landless , rural poor . Through its in-house 
Research and Evaluati on Divisi on, discussions in the Govern1ng Body and 
among staff members , ideas foe change are generated and, subsequen~ly, 
tested in field application . But BRAC , also , seeks to draw on 
experience from outside its own organization and environment. In L~e 
past two years , five reports have been prepared by individuals or teams 
of external consultants of widely different backgrounds , invited by 
BRAC to review and analyse present operations and to suggest direct:ons 
for the future . What is learned through all of these means is 
consider~d by management and, as appropriate, applied . 
Out of the constant search fo r improvement have come ~odes~ 
changes in day to day operat1ons and major innovations or sbif:s i~ 
strategy . One of the latter, reflected in the P~ogramme for 1989-·:n 
is the planned withdrawal of 3RAC staff from an area after an ~ve~2ge 
peri od of three years of operation of an Area Office, lea vi ng :he 
Village O~ganizations formed with BRAC assistance to funcc:o n on c~eir 
own . The immedia t e challenge posed for BRAC is to de·1elo~ and 
implement a comprehensive mon1toring and evaluation syste"' to ~ee~ 
implementation of this s trategy under critical revie-, to test the 
validity of assumptions on wh1ch 1t is based and , to alerc ~ar.~geh.~nt 
to any changes needed t o ens~re continuing viability of the v::las~ 
Organiza ti ons . 
:~onitoring of Village Organi:l:ations in the pericd fo:lowi:.g E!?.AC 
withdrawal wil l help answer a broader question, "Bow fast can :he 
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programme of ~onscientizati~n of vi~lagers and formation of Village 
Organizations be spread whi le maintaining the quality of work needed to 
attain an acc~ptable degree of self-•eliance for villagers as 
individuals and as members of Village Organizations and redecat: ons of 
the latter?" Can this be done in ~h cee ~eats as now assumed , t~us 
freeing BRAC rescurces for deployment in new areas? 
Another issue is deciding on the general approach which 
constitutes best use of B~~C resources in achieving its goals f o r the 
landless. Two major approaches are now followed: (1) the basic Rural 
Development Programme centered on BRAC initiated and controlle~ 
conscientization and village organization processes; and, (2) t~e 
sectoral facilitation and strengthening programme {not constit~ting a 
part of this proposal) thr~ugh which BRAC see~s to in£luence and 
strengthen the capacity of government departments to implement ~heir 
programmes in ways which better serve the needs of BRAC's own t~ cget 
group, the land:ess rural poor . The two approaches are comple~entocy 
and it is to be~opec ~hat re~ource availability will permit ccntinued 
application of =oth. Sho~ld this not be the case what would b~ the 
priori t:y choiC!e? 
The t(uly ~a jor c~allenge for the future is how tv assur~ the 
unLnterrup~ed s_pply of irvestment opportunities of the kind r.eeded foe 
sustained lncre~se ir> nur.>cers of rJral jobs, pc :>ductivity and :ncome. t>. 
point of exhaus:ion ~ay be reached quickly - pechaps lacge:y ~ .thin the 
thtee year per~=.-d of o;:;eration o f a SR.~.C rl.rea Office - in ava ~:abillty 
of unused or ur.derutilize~ local resources, in application of .mpcoved 
technology to ~?grade traditional enterprises and , even in lccal market 
absorptive capacity. The need emerges to look ~eyond the sins:e 
village for resources, ma: kets, a scale of operation to cornpe:e and, 
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for new products and services. This is the challenge of the BRAC Rural 
Enterprise Project, a challenge that can only increa~e and ce~utre more 
attention and Lesources \n the years ahead. 
Another issue is how large an NCO can, become - resource anc:l 
political limitations apart - before it begins to loGe the inherent 
advantages, the very essence of an NGO - the idealism and dedication 
of staff associated with an informal, persona: and democratic mode of 
operation; the absence of a time consuming and coscly bureaucracy and 
thus the speed and flexibility in initiating and ~odifying programmes; 
the possibiltty to concentrate resources on expert ~ental approaches in 
small areas in the absence of the kind of political pressure exerted 
on government to do something for everyone at the same time. 
Obviously there is no set answer to thi s question but it is one the 
merits continuing attention as expansion takes place. 
All of the above issues come to the fore as an expan~ion of BRAC 
operations is considered - three hundred aRAC Ban~ (formerly BRAC 
Area) Offices serving 15,000 villages, a:oun~ 20 per cent o( the 
nation's total by the year 2000. 
From all of the self and external exami~at1cn of BRAC as an 
oc~anization and its progLamme, t wo things a:e c!ear: 
(1) BRAC has established a well de~ervec reputation, ac home and 
abroad , as an NGO efficiently :md ,.ffec:ively serving a vell 
defined and difficult to serve ~ar~et g:oup, the landless 
rural poor; 
(2) The need for doing the ki nds o: th:ngs :n whtch BRAC has 
acquired highly valuable exper1ence w1:: continue ~o expand. 
Even with the copbineu and effecti~e i~terventions by 
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government, NGOs and the private sector, only a small 
proportion of those now in need can be served . The pressure 
of population growth on a fixed resource base will generate 
increasing numbers of landless and jobless far into the 
future. 
On the basis of BRAC achievements to date and its continuing 
openess to suggestions for change and adaptation, it can be predicted 
with some measure of confidence that BRAC management will find 
appropriate responses to the challenges ahead. 
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- Internal Audit 
- Office Management 
- Govt. Relation 
- Construction 
- Personnel Section 
- Training & Resource Centre 
- Rural Development Programme 
- Rural Enterprise Project 
- Child Survival Programme 
- Public Relation 
- Briefing Centre 
- Electronic Data Processing 
- Non- Formal Primary Education 
- Gonokendra, ~ublication 
- Accounts Section 
- ~esearch & »valuation 
- Aarong -Craft Marketing Shop 
- BRAC Commercial Projects 
BRAC Printers 
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I I 
Regional ~lanager Regional Manager 
-----------------------------
I l I I 2 I I 3 I I 4 I I s I 
I I I 
P.O (Nf'PE) P.O (G.) P.O (G.) 
I 
P. S (630) 
I 6 I I 7 I I 0 I I 9 I I 10 I 
I 
P. O (G.) 
I 
G.S (1050) 
P.O a Programme Organiser 
P.S • Poll! Sebek 
G.S • Gram 5ebika 
- One Regional Manager looks 
artec lO area Office approx. 
- Each Area Office will have 3 
Ceneral P.O and one for Nf'PE. 
NOTES TO BUDGET 
B~~GLADESB RURAL ADVANCEMENT COMMITTEE 
RORAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
BUDGET: 1989 - 1991 
1 . A ~QWIDQD ~L29Iim is one that every branch must do 
2. A $~~19! ~Q9~~ is not common to all branches but is carried 
out in branches which ace found suitable for implementation 
3 . A branch has a life cycle of 3 years. 
4 . ~reposed number of operating branches: 
1st year branch 
2nd year branch 
3rd year branch 
1989 
20 
20 
20 
60 
5. Inflation rate applied: 10\ compounded 
6. Cost base : 1988 prices 
1990 
20 
20 
20 
60 
1991 
20 
20 
20 
50 
7. a.o. Logistics & Mggt. support inclUdes cost of services rendered 
by head office program personnel (e . g . Program Chief, Regional 
t~anagers), accounts , audit, administrat ion and other service 
department and the cost of transportation, supplies and 
establishment cost at B.O . 
8 . a . If BRAC Bank comes into existence in January 1989, no fund 
will be required for loan . If however banks operation is 
delayed Tk. 5 , 125,000 will be required per month. Six months 
requirement has been included in the budget. 
b . Interest income has been arrived at by applyhg 18\ on the 
average balance, thus: 
Year end Average Interest 
outstanding outstand~nq 
Tk Tk Tk 
lst year branch 600,000 300,000 54,000 
2nd year branch 1,650, 000 1,125 , 000 203,000 
3rd year branch 3,075,000 2,363 , 000 425 , 000 
Interest income, not shown in the budget , will for~ a part of 
loan revolving fund and will equalise the inflationery affect. 
9 . 20 branches will be transferred to BRAC Bank in each year. 
l 
10. 
ll . 
Non Formal Primary Education: 
a) Number of schools in operation 
1989 1990 1991 
Old 552 1,500 2,500 
New 1,500 1,000 1,000 
----- ---- ----
2,052 2,500 3,500 
b) Teachers are given refreshers course in the 2nd year of 
their recruitment. 
c) Books and supplies include text books, work books, slates, 
pencils, registers etc. 
dl Teaching aids and equipments include chalks, dusters, 
blackboards, class furniture, office furniture etc. 
e) Follow up materials include children's fiction and 
magazines. 
f) A Paili Sebak (Village level worker) will be facilitating 
the work of 10 schools. 
g) A field supervisor will supervise 50 centres . 
Vulnerable Group Development Programme; 
a) Team in operat ion: 
1989 1990 1990 1991 
Jan-June July-Dec. 
Old .. 22 32 36 
New 10 36 
32 32 36 36 
b) A team will operate for 3 years in a upazila. 
c) Training wiJl be imparted by the program staff i . e. the 
team leader and 2 program or9anisers. 
d) Inflation rate applied: 10'!. compounded. 
BA!IGLI\DESH RURAL ADVAUCENENT COMMITTEE (BRAC) 
l.lli.ML l:!l;~LQI'M~Bl' nooBAM 
BUDGET SUMMARY 
1989 - 1991 
lUJ. 
1. Common Prog:am Cost 
A. Institution Building 10,597,000 11,657,000 12,823,000 35,077 , 000 
B. Employment & Income 
Generation 5,038,000 5,542,000 6,096,000 16,676,000 
II. Development of Human 
Resources 
A. Non Formal Primary 
Education 
B. Development of Rural 
34,581,000 44,711,000 67,186,000 146,478,000 
l1anagers 7,481,000 10,U9,000 U,325,000 29,935,000 
III. Vulnerable Group 
Development Program 17,078,000 17,463,000 19,502,000 54,043,000 
IV . Sector Program Cost 
(Employment & Income 
Genet""ation) 
A. Fishery 
3. Irrigation 
C . Apiculture 
D. Seri/Ericulture 
E. Other Skills 
v. Branch Operating Cost 
VI. Straff Training & Dev. 
VII. Loan Fund Requirement 
VIII .Ca pi t ol Investment 
Requirement 
426,000 
273,000 
48,000 
805,000 
605,000 
468,000 
599,000 
53,000 
1,073,000 
932,000 
515,000 
659,000 
59,000 
1,501,000 
1.4,464,000 
1,409,000 
1,531,000 
16 0 , 000 
3,379,000 
3,001 , 000 
33,224,000 36,547,000 40,202,000 109,973,000 
1,118,000 1,414, 000 1,663,000 4,195,000 
33,825,000 33,825,000 
20,240,000 21,538,000 23,692,000 65,470,000 
IX . Pr og ram Infrastructure 20,748,000 41,021,000 6 , 175 , 000 67 ,944,000 
X. Research and Evaluation 
- 2~ o f I t o VI 2,225,000 2,611,000 3,2ao, ooo a,117,ooo 
Grand Total: Taka 188,312,000 195,759,000 197,142,000 5Zl,213,000 
=;-;.=--=--==-= ======== ==-====-=-:::-;:::: -=--=-==:.==:::=-==-
A. Institution Building 
1. Social awareness facilatation 
training 
1 . 1 Teachers training 
Tk.l20 pet t rainee per 
day for 7 days 
(10,30, 10) 
1 . 2 Refreshers Course 
Tk.30 per trainee per 
day for 3 days 
(10,30,10) 
1.3 Education Materials 
Tk . 500 (10 I 30,10) 
1.4 Teachers salary 
Tk.400 per month 
for 9 month (10,30,10) 
2. Conciousness Raising & 
Leadership Development 
- Tk . l20 per trainee pe% day 
f or 6 days (25,75 Nos.) 
3. Project Plannning & Management 
- 7k.40 per person per day 
for 5 days (20 ,100,100) 
4. Accounting 
4 .1 Ba~;i c 
- 7k.40 per person per day 
for 5 days (20,100 , 100) 
4 . 2 Refershers 
- Tk .40 per person per day 
for 3 days(20,100,100) 
fi.O. Legist ics and 
Management Support 
- lOi; of 1 to 4 
Cost ;:.er branch 
4 
8,400 
900 
5,000 
36,000 
50,300 
18,000 
18,000 
~ 
4,\lOO 
4,000 
2,400 
6,400 
7,870 
86,570 
====== 
25 ,200 8,400 
2, 700 900 
15,000 s,ooo 
108,000 36,000 
150,900 50,300 
54,000 
54 ,000 
20,000 20,000 
20,000 20,000 
12,000 12,000 
32,0\lO 32,000 
25 , 690 10,230 
282 , 590 112,530 
======= ==-===== 
1889 
Yr. 1 Branch 86,570x20 
= 1,731,000 
Yr . 2 Branch 282,590x20 
= 5,652,000 
Yr. 3 Branch 112,530x20 
= 2,251,000 
------------
Total 9,634,000 
Inflation ad jus-
ted cost 10,597,000 
B. Employment & Income Generation 
1.0 Poultry 
l.l 
1.2 
Poultry workers 
- Tk.40 per trainee per 
day for 5 days (30 & 20 Nos.) 
1<earers 
- Tk.30 per trainee per day 
for 3 cays(200,300 & 300) 
2.0 l-ivestock 
2.1 
2.2 
2 . 3 
Paravet 
- Tk. 90 per trainee per day 
for 30 days (10 Nos . ) 
!l 
Refreshers Course 
- Tk.40 per trainee per day 
for 5 days (yr.2, 1 course, 
yr. 3, 2 courses) 
Supplies 
1990 
86,570x20 
= 1,731,000 
282,590x20 
.. 5,652,000 
112, 530x20 
= 2, 251,000 
-----------9,634,000 
11,657,000 
6,000 
18,000 
24,000 
- Tk.lOOO per trainee (10 Nos.} 
2 .4 Cow rearing/Beaf Cattering 
- Tk.30 per trainee per day 
for 7 days (25,100 " 100) 
3.0 Borticultuce & Crop 
3 . 1 Horticulture Nursery 
- Tk .l20 per trainee per day 
for 6 days (6 nos. eacb in 
yr.2&3) 
5,250 
5,250 
5 
l991 
86,570x20 
= 1,731,000 
282,590x20 
= 5,652,000 
ll2,530x20 
= 2,251,000 
-----------9,634,000 
12,823,000 
4,000 
27,000 27,000 
31,000 271000 
27,000 
2,000 4,000 
10,000 
21,000 21, 000 
60,000 25,000 
5,960 5,960 
3.2 
3 . 3 
Yr . 1 
Yr . 2 
Yr . 3 
Total 
Horticulture & Crop 
- Tk. 30 per trainee per day 
for 4 days (100 Nos. each 
year 2 & 3 l 
a.O. Logistics & Management 
Support. 
- 10~ oE 1 .1 to 3 . 2 
Cost per b<anch 
1889 
Branch 32,175x20 
"' 
6441000 
Branch 119 1 856x20 
~ 2,397,000 
Branch 76,956x20 
= 1,539,000 
------------
41580, 000 
Inflation adjus-
ted cost 5,038,000 
21925 
321 175 
=-=:::=== 
1990 
32,175x20 
= 6441000 
ll9 1856x20 
= 213971000 
76,956x20 
~ 1,539,000 
4,5130,000 
5,542,000 
12,000 
171960 
101896 
119 1856 
;=;_:::.=:. 
II . ~~L.Ol'!!l'm' Qf .lllil:lbli .B.E~Q.!.i.B..CE.S : 
1. Non Formal Primary Education: 1st year 2nd year 
school school 
A. Teaching cost & supplie!S 
Al. Teachers training 
-Tk . 120x13 days 1,560 
A2 . Teachers Refreshers course 
-Tk.l20x7 days 840 
1\3. Teachers ~orkshop 
-Tk.1Sx8, 6 , 6 . 120 90 
A4. Teachers salary 
-Tk.400K12 months 4,800 41800 
t\5. Books and Supplies 
-Tk.95x30 students 2,850 2,850 
A6 . Teaching aids & equ i pn•en ts 1,350 75 
A7 . Follow up Mater1als 300 
6 
12,000 
171960 
61996 
761956 
=-==== 
1991 
32,175x20 
= 644,000 
119, 856x20 
= 2,397,000 
76,956K20 
= 1 , 539,000 
41580,000 
6,0961000 
3rd year 
school 
840 
90 
4 , 800 
2,850 
75 
B. School Establishments 
Bl . Rent 
-Tk.l00xl2 months 
82 . Utility & Maintenance 
-Tk.25xl2 months 
c. Organisation & supervision 
Cl. Stdff salaries 
Cl.1 Palli Sebak 
Tk.l00xl2 months 
Cl .2 Field supervisors 
Tk.70xl2 months 
C2. Travel & Transport 
- 30\ of Cl.2 
D. B.O. Logistics & Mgt. Support 
- 10\ of total cost 
Total cost per centre 
1,200 
300 
1,200 
840 
252 
1,447 
------
15,919 
1,200 1,200 
300 300 
1,200 1,200 
840 840 
252 252 
1,274 1,245 
------ ------
14,021 13,692 
1989 1990 1991 
1st yr.l5,919xl500=23,879,000 15,919xl000:15,919,000 l5,919xl000=15,919,000 
centre 
2nd yr. 
centre 
3rd~yc . 
centre l3,692x552= 7,553,000 
Total 31,437,000 
Inflation adjus-
ted cost 3~, s<n, ooo 
Total Programme Cost Taka ~ 
2 . Development of RLLral 
Managers: 
A. Program Personnel co~ 1: 
a. Basic :oalary : 
a.l FocultJ 
-Tk.lO,OOO X 12 months X 7, 
10 & 10 Nos. 
14,021xlS00~21,032,000 l4,02lxl000=14,021,000 
13,692xl500=20,538,000 
36,951 , 000 50,478 , 000 
H, 711,000 67,186,000 
146,478,000 
1989 1990 1991 Total 
840,000 l. :!00, 000 1,200,000 3,2-10,000 
7 
a.2 Secretaries 
- Tk. 4000 x 12 months x 1,2 
& 2 Nos. 
48,000 
a.3 Librarian 48,000 
- Tk . 4000 x 12 months~ 1 No. 
a.4 Typist 72 , 000 
- Tk. 3 , 000 x 12 mon~hs x 2,3 
& 3 Nos . 
b. Fringe benifits 
- 60% of Al to A4. 
c. Travel cost 
5% of Al 
605,000 
42,000 
1 , 655,000 
B. Maintenance - Service staff: 
a . Basic salary: 
a . l . Cleaner & Bouse keepers 24,000 
-Tk. 2 , 000x12 mon ths x 
1,4 & 4 Nos . 
a . 2 . Guards 96,000 
-Tk . 2 , 000xl2 monthsx4 Nos . 
a . 3 . Drivers 
-Tk.2,000xl2 mont hs 
x1,2 , 3 
24 , 000 
a.4 . Canteen Manager 36,000 
-Tk.3 , 000xl2 monthsxl No. 
a . S . Peons 
-Tk . 1 , 500x12 months x 
2,3 & 4 tlos . 
a.6 . Cooks~ Relpers 
-Tk.2,000x12 months 
x2,3 s 4 Nos . 
b. Frloys Benefits 
(60% of 1 to 6) 
C. Recurring Rx~enses: 
a . General expenses: 
a . l . Stat1onery & Printing 
a . 2. Electricity 
36 , 000 
48 , 000 
158 , 000 
422,000 
250 , 000 
180,000 
8 
96,000 96,000 240,000 
48,000 48 , 000 144,000 
108,000 108,000 288 , 000 
871,000 871,000 2,347,000 
60,000 60,000 162,000 
2,383,000 2,383,000 6,421,000 
96,000 96 , 000 216,000 
96,000 96' 000 288,000 
48,000 72,000 144,000 
36,000 36 , 000 108,000 
54,000 72,000 162,000 
72 , 000 96,000 216,000 
24l , OOO 281,000 680,000 
643,000 749,000 1,814,000 
400 , 000 500 , 000 1,150,000 
300,000 500,000 ~BO , OOO 
a.). Telephones 84,000 
a.4. Maintenance 50,000 
a.5. Transport running cost 72,000 
-Tk.6,000xl2 monthsxl,2 
& 3 Nos. 
a.6. Rent (Office/Training 
facilities) 
D. Teaching Materials 
Development 
E. News letter/Journal 
150,000 
786,000 
100,000 
100,000 
120,000 
120,000 
F. Consultants 1,800,000 
- Tk. 300,000 x 6 months x ---------
1 Nos. 1,800,000 
G. Professional staff trg . 
- TK. 1,300,000 per year 
for 3 years. 
1!. H. 0 . logisities & 
management support 
- 10\ of .11. to G 
1,300,000 
1,300,000 
618,000 
618,000 
1201000 
200,000 
144,000 
150,000 
400,000 
216,000 
354,000 
650,000 
432,000 
150,000 
1 , 164 ,000 1,766 , 000 3,716,000 
200,000 
200,000 
120,000 
120,000 
1,800,000 
1,800,000 
1 , 300,000 
1,300,000 
761,000 
761,000 
300,000 
300,000 
120,000 
120,000 
600,000 
600,000 
360,000 
360,000 
1,800,000 5,400,000 
1,800,000 5,400,000 
1,300,000 3,900,000 
1 , 300,000 3,900,000 
842,000 2,221,000 
842,000 2,221,000 
Total 6,801,000 8,371,000 9,260,000 24,432,000 
Infjational adjusted cost 7,481,000 10,129,000 12,325,000 29,935,000 
Ill. VULNERABLE G:ROOP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME: 
Facil1tation for Income Generation l~~~ 
Al. Salaries & benefits 
.lS~l 
Al.l Team leaders 
- Tk.5000x12 months x 
32,34,36, 
A1.2 Progran Organizers 
- Tk.2800xl2 months x 
96,102,108 
Al.3 Accountants 
- Tk.2800xl2 months x 
32,34,)6, 
1,92o,ooo 2,04o,ooo 2,16o,ooo s,Il;,ooo 
3,226,ooo 3,427,ooo 3,629,ooo :c,2e:,ooo 
l,07s,ooo 1,1~2.ooo 1,21o,coo 3,~:-,ooc 
9 
Al.~ Field Coordinators 
- Tk.7000xl2 months x 2 Nos. 168,000 168,000 168,000 504,000 
A1.5 Travel & Transport 
- 30~ O( 61.1 to B1 . 3 
A1.6 Staff Training 
- 5~ of Bl.l to B1.3 
A1.7 Service staff 
- Tk.1200xl2 months 
J( 32,34,36, 
A2. Training supplies to VGD 
1 , 866,000 1,983,000 2,100,000 5,949,000 
311,000 330,000 350,000 991,000 
461,000 490,000 518,000 1,469,000 
cardholders- Tk.75/person 1,125,000 1,313,000 1,500,000 3,938,000 
A3. Stationeries & Supplies 
- Tk . 500xl2 monthsX32,34,36 192,000 204,000 216,000 612,000 
A4. Rent and Utilities 
- Tk . 3000x12 months 
X )2,]4,)6 1,152,000 1 , 224,000 1,296,000 3,672,000 
AS . General Exp. & Maintenance 
- Tk.400xl2 months 
X 32,34,36 154,000 163,000 173,000 490,000 
A6. Capital Expenditure 
A6.1 Furniture & Fixture 
- Tk . 15000 x 10, 4, 150,000 60,000 210,000 
A6.2 Motorcycle~ 
B. 
- Tk.40,000x64,16 Nos . 
H .0 . Logist1ic & Mgt . 
support 
- Tk . lO~ of Bl to B5 
Total 
Lnflation adjusted cost 
2,560,000 640,000 3,2.00,000 
1,165,000 1,248,000 1,332.,000 3,745,000 
15,525,000 14,432,000 14,652,000 44,609,000 
17,078,000 17,463,000 19,502.,000 54,043,000 
1989 1990 1991 
A. Fishery: 
A.1 
A.2 
• 
Fish Nursery 
- Tk.l20 per trainee per day 
for 3 days (100,100,100 ~los .) 192,000 
Fish culture 
- Tk.40 per trainee per day 
for 5 days (500 , 500,500) 100,000 
192. ,0 00 192. , 000 
100,000 100,000 
Total r.~oton:ycle requ1 re!ilent is 128 for year 1, and 16 (144-128) 
for yea~ 2. Since thete ace already 64 motorcycles in the pco)ect, 
only 64 addttional cycles has been budgeted Ear year l. 
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A. 3 
A.4 
Refreshers course 
- Tk.40 pee t rainee per day 
f or 3 days (500 , 500,500) 
e.o. Logistics and Management 
Support 
- 10% of A.l to A.3 
Total : 
ln£lation adjusted cost 
E. Irrigati on 
B.l 
8.2 
c. 
C.l 
Mechanics 
- Tk.l20 per day per traine-e 
for 75 days (25,50,50 Nos.) 
H.O . Logistics and Management 
Support 
- 10% o f B.l 
Total 
Inflation adjusted cost 
Apiculture 
- Tk.40 per tra inee per day 
Eo~ 5 days (200 , 200 , 200) 
B. O. Logistics and Management 
Support 
- 10% of C. 
Inflation adjusted cost 
D. Seri/Eri Cu lture 
D.l 
0 . 2 
0 . ] 
D. 4 
D. 5 
Training fee 
Training suppl ies 
- Tk.lOO/person 
Service centre 
- Tk . l5 , 000x5 , 2 , 3 
Service centre supplies 
- Tk . l500xl2 months x 
5 ,7, 10 
a .o. Logistics and 
~lanageruen t Support 
Total : 
Inflation adjusted cost 
11 
60,000 
35,000 
367,000 
426,000 
225,000 
23,000 
248,000 
273,000 
40,000 
4, 000 
44,000 
48,000 
450,000 
50 , 000 
75,000 
90,000 
67 , 000 
60,000 
35,000 
387,000 
468,000 
450,000 
45,000 
495,000 
599,000 
40,000 
4,000 
44,000 
53,000 
580,000 
70,000 
30 , 000 
126,000 
61,000 
60,000 
35,000 
387 ,000 
515,000 
450,000 
45,000 
495,000 
659,000 
40,000 
4,000 
44,000 
59,000 
700,000 
100,000 
45,000 
180,000 
103,000 
732,000 887 , 000 1 , 128 , 000 
805,000 1,073,000 1,501,000 
E. Other skills training 
- Tk.500 per trainee per course 
(500,700,1000} 250,000 350 , 000 500,000 
E. 2 
E.3 
Supplies 
- Tk.500 per trainee 
H.O. Logistics and 
Management Support 
- 10% of E.1 t o E.2 
Tot a 1: 
Inflation adjusted cost 
1 Manager 
3 Program Organiser 
1 Accountant 
9 PS 
5 TA/-;)A 
4 Tcansport.:~tion 
Other costs 
H.O. Logistic3 and 
management support (10%} 
1989 
1908 cost 503 ,400 
No . oE brancb X 60 
Total = 30 , 204,000 
Inflation 
adj . cost 33,224,000 
~. Area Manager (25 , 25 & 25 ~as) 
- Tk . 140 per trainee per 
day for 15 <lays 
b. Program Organi~er 
(130 , 150 & 150 90S) 
- Tk . 1 40 per trainee pe~ 
day foe 15 days 
12 
250,000 
50,000 
550 , 000 
605,000 
Per month 
5,000 
3 ,500 
2,800 
1,200 
400 
500 
5,000 
1990 
503 ,400 
)( 60 
• 30 , 20 -!, 000 
36,547,000 
350,000 
70,000 
770,000 
932,000 
500 ,000 
100 , 000 
1,100,000 
1,464,000 
Pee year 
60,000 
126 ,00 0 
34 ' 000 
129 , 600 
24 , 000 
24,000 
60,000 
45 , 800 
503 ,400 
1991 
503 ,4 00 
:< 60 
.. 30 , 204 , 000 
40,202 , 000 
1989 1990 199: 
52,500 52,500 S2 , 500 
Z73,000 315,000 315,000 
c. Accountant (25, 30 & 30 Hos) 
- Tk . 140 per trainee per 
day for 21 days 
a. Area Manager (25,25,25 Nos) 
- Tk. 140 per truinee per 
73,500 
399,000 
day for 12 days 42,000 
b. Program Organiser (150,175 , 200 Nos) 
- Tk. 140 per tr:ainee per 
day for 21 days 441,000 
c. Accountant (25,30 & 30 Nos) 
- Tk.140 per trainee per 
day for 12 days 42,000 
525,000 
H.O. Logistics & Mgt. Support 
- 10% of 1 to 2. 92,400 
Total 
Inflation adjusted cost 
VII. LOAN FUND REQUIREMENT: 
1,016,400 
1,118,000 
Proposed outstanding at year end: 
Ist yr. 
2nd yr. 
3 rd y c. 
branch 
branch 
branch 
600,000 
1650,000 
3075 ' 000 
Expec ted outstanding at 
year beginn i ng 
X 20 
,... . 20 
I( 20 
Less: Transferred t o Bank 
!<equ1rement 
Sales proced~ of loan t o Bank 
(20 branches) 
• Requiremenr for 6 months 
of 1989 
!let Requirement 
Including Inflation 
* See note 8a, page l . 
12 , 000,000 
33,000,000 
61,500,000 
106,500,000 
106,500,000 
61 , 500,000 
45,000,000 
61,500,000 
61,500,000 
30,750,000 
30,750,000 
33,825,000 
-=-===-= =-=-= = = 
88,200 88,200 
455,700 455,700 
42,000 42,000 
514,500 588,000 
50,400 50,400 
--------- ---------606,900 6801400 
--------- ---------
106,300 113,600 
--------
---------1,168,900 1,249,700 
1 ,414,000 1,663,000 
12,000,000 12,000,000 
33,000,000 33,000,000 
61,500,000 61,500 , 000 
----------- -----------
106,500,000 1C6,500,000 
-----------
--------
106,500,000 106,500,000 
61 ,500,000 61,500,000 
----------
-----------
45,000,000 ~3,000,000 
---------
----------61,500,000 61,500 ,000 
61,500,000 61,500,000 
----------
--------
=:======== ==:==-=-==== 
VII-A INTeREST I NCOME : li'O.R ONE BRA!ICl:l 
19 89 1990 
1st yeaL branches 20x54, 000 20 x54 , 000 
"1080 , 000 =1080 , 000 
2nd year branch 20 x20J , OOO 20x203 , 000 
=4060 , 000 =4060 , 000 
3rd year branch 20x425 , 000 20 x425 , 000 
=8500 , 000 =6500 , 000 
---------- ----------
Total 13 , 6 40 ,0 00 13 , 640 , 000 
Less loan loss reser ve 5% 
o f disbu rsement (Not e 1) 4,5 00 , 000 4, 500 , 000 
-------- --------
I< Net interest income 9 , 140 , 000 9 , 140 , 000 
* Inter est i ncome a dded to l oa n revol ving fund . 
Disbursmen t 
12 , 00 , 000 
15 , 00 , 000 
18 , 00 , 000 
Cost pee branch : 
Land 
Buildlng 
Furnlture 
4 motor cyc le 
FrE>ez & Fl ask 
150 , 000 
500 , 000 
50 , 000 
160 , 000 
20 , 000 
1988 cost 880 , 000 
No . o f br:.nc hes 
Tocal cos t f o r b r 3nc hes 
Head off ice ccst : 
Furniture & Fixt u re 
ComputE>r extensi o n 
To tal fo ~ B. O. 
Grand To tal 
Infl ation adj usted c ost 
Branch Tot a l 
20 = 24, 000 , 0 00 
20 = 30 , 000 , 000 
20 = 36 , 000 , 000 
----------90 , 000 , 000 X 5<; 
= 45 , 00 , 000 
1989 
880,000 
x20 
17,600,000 
200 , 000 
600 , 000 
-------
800 , 000 
----------
18 , .)00 , 00 0 
20, 240 , 000 
1~ --
1990 
880,000 
x20 
17 , 600 , 000 
200,000 
-------
200 , 000 
-- -------
17 , 800 , 000 
21 , 538 , 000 
1991 
20x54,000 
:1080 , 000 
20x203 , 000 
=4060 , 000 
20x425 , 000 
:8500 , 000 
----------13 , 640 , 000 
4 , 500 , 000 
--------
9,1 40 , 000 
1991 
880,000 
x20 
17 . 600 , 000 
200 , 000 
-------
200 , 000 
----------
17,800 ,000 
23 , 692 , 000 
n 
IX. PROGRAM ISFRASTRGCTURE: 
1. Principal ManageQent Training Centre: 
1989 
a . Land & Land development 41 000 1000 
b . Building (Tk . 650x201000sft 2 , 200 , 000 
c . Furniture and fi Ature 1 117 21000 
d. Training & office equipment 408 1000 
e . Vehic l es 700 , 000 
(1st year 1 No . car 2nd 
year 1 No . Jeep & 3rd 
yeal 1 No . Bus) . 
Total 
Inflation adjusted cos t 
2 . Field Management 
Training Centre : 
81480 , 000 
91328 1000 
a . Land & land development 1 , 500 1000 
b . Ouilding(Tk. 500xl61000 sft)1 , 300 , 000 
c. Staff quarter (Tk. 450 x 6001000 
4000 sn 1 
d . Furniture & fi x tures 
e . Training & office equipment 
f . Vehicles 
(1st year 1 No . and 2nd 
year 1 No . Bus) 
Total 
Inflation adjusted cost 
3 . Training & Resource Ce~tre 
a . Land & land development 
b . Building 
c . Furniture & Fixture 
d . Training & office equi~ment 
Total 
In fl a t ion adjus ted cost 
4, F. xpa nsion o( existing 
TARC::: : 
Total 
Inflation adjuste d cost 
174, 000 
208 1000 
800 1000 
4 15821000 
5 , 0 40 , 000 
!18001000 
41000,000 
5 , 800 , 000 
61380 , 000 
1990 
10 , 8001000 
210321000 
775 1000 
800 1000 
14 1407 1000 
171432 1000 
6 17001000 
1 , 2001000 
2 , 6951000 
900 1000 
11 ,4 95 1000 
l3 1909 1000 
3,000,000 
6001000 
40C,OOO 
41000,000 
4 , 840 1000 
4 , 0001000 
4,0001000 
41a.Jolooo 
Grand Total 20,748 , 000 41,021,000 
15 
1991 
110161000 
400 , 000 
900 1000 
Total 
4 1 000 1 000 
13 , 0001000 
41 220 1000 
11583 , 000 
2 , 400 , 000 
213161000 25 1203 1000 
310831000 29 18431000 
11500 , 000 
8 1000 , 000 
1, 800,000 
323 1000 3, 192 , 000 
208,0CO 
1,700 , 000 
323 , 000 16 1400 , 000 
430,000 l9 , 3~9 , COO 
2100C , OOO 
21000,000 
216621000 
11 ?00 1 c ),0 
7 1 000 1 000 
6001000 
400 1 COO 
9 , ZJO,COO 
ll,~20 , COO 
s,:oo,coo 
6,:)o,:oo 
71 ':J2, ::co 
6,17~,000 57 1?44 100C 
r 
• 
